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**Abstract**
This paper, the latest in the ‘Brexit’ series, considers the challenges and opportunities that the government faces in turning ‘Global Britain’ from a political slogan to an economic policy reality. With the UK at a post-Brexit crossroads, it will now be forced to confront hard choices about its strategic direction. That direction is not only determined by trade, and the UK position on global rules of the game, but also includes migration policy and industrial strategy or the “levelling-up” agenda. These elements must weave into a cohesive Global Britain narrative that works for both domestic and international audiences.
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Introduction and Summary Conclusions

Britain is entering a new era. The United Kingdom (“UK”) ended its transition period out of the European Union (“EU”) on 31 December 2020. With a new Free Trade Agreement (“FTA”), primarily on goods, in place, the UK is now embarking on the most significant shift in its economic policy since it joined the EU.

So, what comes next? The government has declared its ambition to launch ‘Global Britain’, but during this year it must crystallise what this actually means for its external and internal economic policy. Global Britain must emerge against the backdrop of a global pandemic, a deep economic recession, rising tension between the United States (“US”) and China, and a climate and environmental crisis. The scale and magnitude of these challenges offer Britain an opportunity. In 2021, as the UK assumes the G7 Presidency and the COP climate change forum chair, can the UK meet the challenge of global leadership and crisis recovery and showcase its ability to lead, outside the EU, on the global stage?

This is the sixth in a series of papers about the result of the 2016 EU referendum and what it means for the UK’s economic policy and role in the world. Over the series we have conducted hundreds of interviews with business owners, academics, sector experts, and senior government officials in the UK and internationally.

Our previous papers have revealed three main views of Global Britain:

- Some - a minority – looked to versions of what we might call the 19th Century Powerhouse model of Global Britain: Free-trading, bold Britain bolstered by its history and relations with the Commonwealth to be a dominant world power.
- At the opposite end of the spectrum were those who felt that Britain’s exit from the EU would invariably result in Britain Diminished - a country reduced by Brexit that cannot confront its declining influence.
- Yet the majority called for Britain to remain outward looking and ambitious to lead on issues of global import; but also humble and realistic. This new Pragmatic Global Britain requires achieving change through alliances, and proactivity in responding to discontent driven by globalisation.

In this paper, building on our interviewees ideas of a Pragmatic Global Britain, we have focus on five areas that emerged as themes during our interviews:

- Trade
- Global Rules of the Game
- Migration
- The Domestic “Levelling Up” Agenda
- Narrative

Across these areas, our interviews aimed to reveal the challenges, and strategic choices that Britain must make to ensure Global Britain is a success. Defence, security and intelligence related issues are outside the scope of this paper.
Trade Policy
One of the key prizes of Britain’s departure from the EU is freedom to pursue an independent trade policy. With the WTO in disarray Britain must negotiate the challenge of choosing between bilateral, plurilateral or multilateral deals. The trade demands of the US, EU and China, and the need to seize opportunities in emerging economies call on the UK to decide whether its trade behaviour will be collaborative, conciliatory or adversarial, and to what extent it can move trade away from the EU. At the same time the UK must decide about how trade and domestic economic policy will interact.

Trade Policy: Findings
- Reviving multilateral trade is a difficult long-term challenge, but bilateral deals are too narrow to offer significant upside benefit.
- Plurilateral deals have more immediate potential, particularly in services, and can be stepping-stones toward multilateralism.
- The EU and US may be reluctant to engage in a new push on service sector liberalisation, but the UK should keep the door open.
- An adversarial approach with the EU is not in the UK’s interest - new trading relationships must not alienate our most significant partner.
- Trading relations which deliver domestic outcomes and greater equality should be prioritised, for example support for SMEs.

Senior UK Treasury Official “Nobody is particularly optimistic about multilateral trade or reviving the WTO. People will talk about it, but there is no real sense that it will happen quickly.”

Senior UK Government Official “Things won’t move forward on the multilateral front, so the implication is to do things bilaterally or plurilaterally - I can imagine a plurilateral initiative in services.”

Brussels-Based Foreign Office Official “The EU will be watching UK attempts to build more Pacific-facing relationships like a hawk.”

Wayne Swan, Former Australian Finance Minister “When looking at trade strategies at this minute it’s a pretty murky world. It’s fair to say that there is much to learn about how to operate in a less friendly world.”

Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Senior Minister of Singapore “We have to build multiple relationships, including bilateral and plurilateral ones like the US, China and Europe have themselves been pursuing, but ensure they provide pathways to multilateralism. But the UK should be careful that integration with Europe is not damaged because that is the nature of your economy, your businesses, and therefore your jobs.”

Global Rules of the Game
The UK, with its legacy position in international fora and role in the G7 and COP26 has the potential to lead the international agenda on specific issues, but it needs to think carefully about which ones to prioritise, such as climate, data and global
taxation. In doing so it must consider the implications of a loss of a seat at the EU table, and of diverging too far from the EU regulatory orbit. These different decisions must eventually converge into an overall regulatory philosophy that is aligned with Britain’s trade and domestic economic policy.

Global Rules of the Game: Findings

- The UK is too small to impose its regulatory approach on the world, and too large to simply be a rule-taker; brokerage and innovation offer an alternative.
- The UK’s expertise, experience and international standing in financial services, climate change, technology and global taxation are areas for brokerage.
- The G7 presidency demands UK leadership on Covid-19-recovery, technology and multilateral tax reform - COP will be a second big test of Global Britain.
- As one of the largest donors to COVAX, a leader in the vaccination race and with its world-leading life sciences sector, the UK can drive post-pandemic resilience.
- Regulatory divergence from the EU is challenging, but leading or brokering regulatory reform requires risk-taking. In financial services, there are opportunities; in data privacy, the risk of antagonizing the EU may be too great.

Senior Cabinet Office Official "We’re bigger than Singapore and Canada, and more confident as a global player than Japan. Between the US and EU we must be smart and nimble."

Tony Danker, CBI “Britain needs a leapfrog strategy - we need to use our regulatory freedoms to get to the world of 2030 faster, as opposed to simply thinking how to show Brussels this has all been worth it.”

Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Senior Minister of Singapore “One of the major opportunities for bilateral and plurilateral deals now comprises enabling and spurring digital connectivity”

Mark Carney, Former Canadian G7 Sherpa, and Former Governor of the Bank of England “There's a period of time where there may be some issues, such as data privacy, you can't do without the EU. I'd advocate others to lead on services liberalisation so it doesn't look like a direct UK confrontation with the EU”

Maria Demertzis, Bruegel Think Tank “When the political dust settles, then we will realise that the UK, regulation wise, is a lot closer to the EU than it thinks”

Migration and Human Capital
As a consequence of leaving the EU, the UK can now fully control its migration from both EU and non-EU countries. The new approach must be carefully attuned
to supporting local growth and jobs, at all skill levels and supporting equality of opportunity. The government will have to identify the most appropriate policies to support its new model, looking beyond the current points systems. Sentiment about these policies, for both UK citizens and to potential migrants, will be defined by the story the government tells about migration and its role in the UK economy.

Migration and Human Capital: Findings
- Ending free movement with the EU doesn't mean closing borders; indeed the government accepts the need for high-skilled labour.
- Migration policy also requires choices on how Global Britain:
  - Responds to shortages of low-skilled and seasonal workers
  - Supports higher education
  - Faces up to Britain’s ageing population.
- To sustain support for migration the government must persuade the public that there is effective and fair control over immigration.
- The narrative on managing migration will shape how Global Britain is seen by potential/remaining migrants and domestic voters.

Senior Downing Street Official “Our points based immigration system is deliberately designed to make it easier for high-skilled immigrants to come in, and more difficult for low-skilled”

Sajid Javid, Former Chancellor of the Exchequer “Lower unskilled migration will be good because it will force businesses to increase productivity of a more limited, more expensive workforce”

Senior Bank of England Official “‘Free movement’ as a slogan was disastrous as people felt like there was no control. By changing the rhetoric to ”grip and control”, similar to Australia, the UK can set quite an open migration policy whilst letting people feel it is under control”

Jo Johnson, Former Cabinet Minister “Even if we’ve still got net migration of 300,000 a year plus, that doesn’t matter anymore because we’re in control”

Wayne Swan, Former Australian Finance Minister “We’ve generally managed to avoid the full scale revolt against migration that has been seen elsewhere. The implication of the points system is that we have chosen the people who come in.”

The Domestic ‘Levelling Up’ Agenda
Britain, like many other countries, is dealing with the question of how to recover from Covid-19 amid scepticism of globalisation. There is a widespread consensus that policies are necessary to enable crisis recovery, rebalance growth nationally and address inequality. This is especially true given the Covid-19 recession and looming questions about constitutional arrangements between the four nations. Britain must choose which policy levers will be aimed at inclusive prosperity, including the role of continued devolution.
The Domestic ‘Levelling Up’ Agenda: Findings

- Delivering fairer domestic outcomes, both regionally and between cities and towns, is vital for Global Britain.
- Our interviewees rejected simply undercutting international competition and instead advocated investing in innovation, skills, infrastructure and trade-adjustment assistance.
- The UK must replace European industrial and agricultural policies, and find a new constitutional settlement to sustain the Union and tackle regional divides.
- Other countries will be watching closely: the economic and political divides that Global Britain must tackle are common to many countries.

Senior Cabinet Office Official “I think the only way the UK can square its free trading, market-based approach is to be quite a lot less free market when it comes to regional growth.”

Tom Riordan, Chief Executive, Leeds City Council: “London cannot survive on its own, so the UK cannot be just about that. We need to acknowledge the reason London can be what it is: because of the other parts of Britain.”

Sajid Javid, Former Chancellor of the Exchequer “There’s nothing wrong with shifting jobs from an area of high employment to an area of low employment to improve equity across the country.”

Rem Korteweg, Clingendael Institute “Global Britain has to first clear the pretty high bar of not becoming Global England.”

Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Senior Minister of Singapore “Global Britain must enable growth in incomes across the board, including the middle. That has to be about constant investment in human capital and inclusive growth [...] It’s also a truism in large countries that you have to regenerate localities across the board to avoid self-reinforcing declines, and Brexit-like perceptions of who is gaining and who is losing.”

Narrative

Alongside substantial policy changes, many of our interviewees brought up the need for a new national narrative to accompany the seismic changes of Brexit. Going from a leading nation within a giant bloc to a mid-size, independent global power, must be told through a new domestic and international story, if Britain is to make the most of its potential. Interviewees had different ideas about what tests the new story must pass, in order to resonate with both audiences within and outside the UK.
Narrative: Findings

- This year Britain will begin to develop its narrative through its response to Covid-19 in the G7 and the vaccine rollout, Climate policy at COP, and decisions on migration and “levelling up”.
- Our international interviews advised that the Global Britain narrative needs to be:
  - Outward looking and collaborative, not adversarial
  - Humble not arrogant
  - Consistent between international and domestic audiences.
- Our UK interviews stressed that hubris and pessimism risk undermining the Global Britain narrative; and that Global Britain must show the public and the world it is addressing internal divides within the UK.

Brussel-Based Foreign Office Official “Global Britain has been around for a long time. It doesn't communicate terribly well, aside from stating we want global reach. As a consequence, it seems hubristic and that we're trying too hard, rather than meriting global reach through hard work.”

Senior UK Treasury Official “There's been a lot of hubris in British politics in recent years. Whatever the shenanigans in Parliament, the Treasury has presented itself as a sensible player internationally. But it won't last forever.”

Wayne Swan, Former Australian Finance Minister “If the UK did a roadshow about returning to a world of Commonwealth trading relationships to launch Global Britain that would be spectacularly unsuccessful and in itself harmful.”

Senior European Commission Official “It’s difficult to foresee anyone trusting a version of the UK as a leader or broker when it has just abandoned its opportunity to do brokerage in the deepest international agreement - the EU.”

Mark Carney, Former Canadian G7 Sherpa, and Former Governor Bank of England “You need to let the big blocs get the glory. That’s easy if you’re Canada - you’re just glad to be at the table. This is much harder for the UK, which used to be an Empire and world power. The UK needs to be tactical, and appropriately humble.”

Conclusion

Global Britain does not have to be situated in the extremes of ‘Imperial Britain’ - a hubristic expectation that a return to 19th century levels of British colonial trade and political dominance is possible. Nor does it need to be ‘Britain Diminished’ - a pessimistic view that leaving the EU consigns the UK to economic and political decline. The reality and potential of Global Britain lies between these two poles, in a pragmatic but ambitiously outward-looking and progressive country.
So what could this pragmatic Global Britain look like? Our paper explored the different challenges and choices faced by UK political leaders in articulating a future direction for the country:

- Are bilateral deals enough, or can the UK build plurilateral alliances?
- Will the UK’s regulatory approach be competitive deregulation, or brokering new solutions to global problems?
- Will the UK clamp down on unskilled migration, or build public support for fair and effective managed migration?
- Can regional divides be closed and the union saved?
- Can the government sell a Global Britain narrative to both the British public and the world?

With choices come trade-offs. Pursuit of open trade conflicts with a champions-based industrial strategy; prioritising bilateral deal-making weakens efforts to repair multilateralism; preserving regulatory sovereignty clashes with international influence; controlling migration with finding new talent; and a global focus can suggest an indifference to addressing issues at home.

To help guide UK policy makers as they seek to define what a post-Brexit Global Britain will mean in practice, our paper suggests these starting conclusions.

First, these challenges show that Global Britain must be about more than trade policy. It demands new approaches to regulation, migration and “levelling up” to reduce domestic inequalities. This wider agenda will determine whether the population see Global Britain delivering results on the home front, and whether the rest of the world sees Britain as a country that can successfully grapple with difficulties facing many countries.

It is therefore essential that Global Britain conveys a consistent message internally and externally as what is implemented and said domestically will condition popular support for an open Global Britain, as well as its international reception.

Second, Global Britain can be a leader, but only in collaboration. Competence, humility, and good ideas should guide the UK in its international engagements. The 2021 G7 presidency and COP chair are opportunities to put this into practice. The UK has a role to play in addressing global challenges such as the climate emergency and Covid-19 recovery, not from a position of superiority or ‘Britain knows best’, but as a broker and collaborative equal to its peers.

Finally, strategic prioritisation is necessary in recognition of the simultaneous challenges of the UK’s limited, but still substantial influence as a mid-sized power and the resource and capacity challenges during the Covid-19 recovery. Rather than trying to do everything, Global Britain must learn where to support other countries’ leadership, and where to focus its own efforts. This prioritisation serves a dual purpose of helping Global Britain to articulate its post-Brexit story by showing what it values most. A vital part of that prioritisation, and that story, will be maintaining a positive relationship with the EU.
The UK’s approach to the Covid-19 public health crisis and vaccine development shows the importance of getting ‘Global Britain’ right. In the early days of the pandemic, a “Britain knows best” mentality led the government to ignore WHO advice, with lessons from countries such as China, South Korea and Italy needlessly discounted. These mistakes led to the tragic loss of life that means the UK remains one of the worst hit countries by the pandemic.

The UK’s lead in the vaccine rollout allows the UK government to tell a different story of Global Britain. By taking the opportunity to use its leverage and expertise to advocate for the vaccine to be accessible globally, Global Britain can show itself as an outward looking, humble and progressive player, which understands that its problems are also global problems which must be solved amongst peers.

The UK faces big choices on how to develop the Global Britain agenda. Parties across the political spectrum must now mould the Global Britain of their choosing.

---

Methodology

Objectives
This research paper is the sixth in a series focused on the long-term impacts of Brexit. In three of the papers we explored the implications of Brexit for British businesses through the perspectives of people who run and own companies across the country. In the other two papers, given forward-looking focus on the potential for a US-UK FTA, we looked at the prospects of and potential benefits from a trade deal with America. Building from the base of the previous papers we have gone wider to interrogate ‘Global Britain’ now that the UK-EU Trade and Cooperation Agreement has been completed. Our goal in researching and writing this paper was to think about what Global Britain actually means in practice, and the decisions that it presents in terms of trade, rules of the game, migration, the domestic “levelling up” agenda and narrative.

Approach
Consistent with our approach for the other papers in this research project, our research was focused on personal interviews. Throughout the entirety of the project we have spoken to over 300 interviewees and over 50 for this paper alone. To look at Global Britain, our interviews included high-ranking civil servants in the Foreign and Commonwealth and Development Office, Bank of England, Treasury, Cabinet Office, and officials within EU institutions. In addition, to develop our understanding of how different parts of society see Global Britain we spoke to companies, trade associations, labour organisations and academics.

Britain is not, of course, the first country without the power or clout of China and America to have to define effective global influence. Our interviews therefore included significant trading partners, and other comparator countries, to ask about policy space for pursuit of a viable Global Britain. To explore external perceptions of what Global Britain can mean, we asked senior policymakers Australia, Singapore and Canada: medium-sized, globally significant countries about what their experiences have been and what advice they would offer to Britain. We also spoke with current and former European Commission officials to explore what Global Britain means for our relationship with the EU.

We are enormously grateful to the senior government officials who took the time to speak with us anonymously. Due to the sensitive nature of their roles in the negotiations we cannot attribute quotes to these senior officials individually. A list of interviewees has been presented to John Haigh, co-director of the Mossavar-
Rahmani Center for Business and Government at Harvard Kennedy School. Some of the companies and industry experts we interviewed chose to remain anonymous. In addition to the interviews, we reviewed the constantly growing body of literature on this topic being published and have included this within our paper.

**Moving towards a Pragmatic Global Britain**

The objective of this sixth paper in this series is to discover, through interviews, the key priorities for Global Britain.

A spate of recent reports have looked at how the UK can deliver on its international ambition of Global Britain. The majority of these reports look at British foreign policy, including the House of Commons Library’s report made in preparation for the 11 January 2021 debate on Global Britain. Recommendations put forward by think tanks and the third sector include a greater role for British foreign policy and specifically the Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office in promoting “freedom for trade, freedom from oppression, and freedom of thought”, and the UK developing a values-based foreign policy to counter the challenges to liberal democracy and the rules-based world order.

The Chatham House report ‘Global Britain, Global Broker’ identifies six points of connection between the UK’s interests, resources and credibility to drive Global Britain’s goals. These include protecting liberal democracy, promoting international peace and security, tackling climate change, enabling greater health resilience, championing global tax transparency and equitable economic growth; and defending cyberspace. In contrast, the LSE Economic Diplomacy Commission makes ten proposals on how the UK’s trade and investment policy should develop. These include, among others, establishing the UK as a global hub for services, supporting global public goods, and expanding institutional capacity for the conduct of domestic economic diplomacy.

Our report aims to build on and add to these findings, considering Global Britain through a wider economic and political lens, to look beyond the important aspects of Britain’s soft power and diplomacy, to the domestic, and international economic policies that must be decided to make a success of the next decade.

---


Charting Britain’s post-Brexit future: Our papers so far

Over the last half decade of interviews we have heard all sorts of ideas about what Britain’s future holds. These range from a minority view which looked to versions of the ‘19th Century Powerhouse’ model of Global Britain: Free-trading, bold Britain bolstered by its history and links with the Commonwealth. At the other end of the spectrum was the pessimistic ‘Britain Diminished’ model which saw exit from the EU as an untreatable act of self-harm that spelled the end of any global British influence.

Our previous papers suggested that most people wanted to avoid the extreme conceptions of Global Britain, rejecting both the swaggering 19th century powerhouse vision that risks hubris, and the British diminished narrative. Broadly business owners, academics, trade experts, and policymakers across the country hoped to move beyond the tired extremes that have come to dominate the UK debate, obscuring clear thinking about the political and economic realities that should form the bedrock of any approach to modern Britain. The majority view in our previous papers was that the UK should continue as an outward looking nation. Britain cannot return to the past, nor should Brexit be a reason to accept a version of Britain that has withdrawn from the world. Instead many saw Britain as a nation still capable of exerting global influence from outside the EU.

While there were stark differences in views on the best route forward, our previous papers revealed that we begin from a position of consensus on some issues. Many of our business interviewees would not have chosen to begin 2021 from the position we currently occupy. While a small minority wanted a much cleaner break from the EU than embodied by the FTA exit the Government has delivered, most businesses wanted the UK to remain within both the Customs Union and the wider Single Market. Across all the interviews since 2016 was the shared view that Brexit should not force a retreat from the global stage.

Rejecting Pessimism

Our interviewees emphasised that even if Brexit presents challenges, Britain remains a significant global powerhouse: the world’s sixth largest economy.\(^1^)\) It boasts leading educational, scientific and artistic institutions as well as a stable macroeconomic and legal environment. Figure 1 shows the UK remains highly ranked globally in terms of its business, social and political environment.

**Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Senior Minister of Singapore** “The UK has the advantage of starting off as a serious player on trade, finance, climate and other global issues”

**Kevin Ellis, Chairman of PWC UK** “The UK has every opportunity to strengthen its position as a dynamic and trusted place for business.”

---

\(^1^\) World Bank, ‘World Bank national accounts data, and OECD National Accounts data files’, Available at: https://data-worldbank-org.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD
Trade in goods and services still drives UK economic growth and prosperity. In 2019, the value of total trade in goods and services (imports + exports) was 63.8% of GDP.\textsuperscript{11} In particular, alongside high-tech manufacturing excellence in cars, pharma and aerospace, the UK’s share of trade in services remains strong at around 8% of global flow, making Britain the second largest trader of services after the United States (see Figure 2 below).

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{UK_institutions.png}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{UK_services.png}
\caption{Country service exports as a % of Worldwide Exports. Data: UN COMTRADE, 2020}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{11} World Bank, ‘World Bank national accounts data, and OECD National Accounts data files’, Available at: https://data.worldbank.org.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD
The service sector accounted for 82% of total employment in the UK in July-September 2020.\[12\] That position places the UK in a unique position as a broker of global integration in services.

**Tony Danker, CBI** “Britain has the potential to be a true leader and a beacon to the rest of the world in many areas - from leading in future of work policy to being an exemplar of diversity and inclusion”

The UK has numerous globally competitive service industries: for example financial services which contributed 6.9% to total economic output in 2018.\[13\] Other notable exports in services include insurance and pensions ($25.67bn), travel ($49.93bn) and other business services including management consulting, legal, accounting and marketing services ($143.7bn).\[14\]

As the UK grapples with the question of ‘what next’, it must understand its soft power and institutional strengths as much as its economic ones. In particular, its strengths in higher education and research and its cultural influence. It must think about how best to use its strategically advantaged global diplomatic position through historical ties and structural power (e.g., P5, G7, etc.). “The UK embarks on a solo journey with important assets. But assets do not automatically equate influence”,\[15\] said Dr Niblett in a report on the topic for Chatham House.

**Dr Conor Patterson, Newry and Mourne Co-Operative and Enterprise Agency** “Britain has global advantages and assets; the English language is the de-facto language of international business; its culture, literature, political history and systems are widely understood around the world.”

**Shanker Singham, CEO Competere Ltd, Former Trade Advisor to USTR and UK Trade Secretary:** “To have any economic benefits out of Brexit, the UK needs to ensure it protects property rights, has a liberal trading system, and an organising economic principle of market competition. The more it deviates from this, the worse it will do.”

**Ambassador Nicholas Burns, Harvard Kennedy School** “From an outsider’s perspective, Britain so far looks quite confused about what it is trying to achieve, mostly because it hasn’t clarified to itself what its strengths are, where can it realistically win and where it is already winning.”

**Rejecting the Hubristic 19th Century Powerhouse Model of Global Britain**

The last 100 years have seen a transformation in the UK economy, from an industrial powerhouse and global superpower to a modern, predominantly services-led economy. Conditions which allowed the UK to dominate global industrial production, such as a large lead in industrial productivity and the

---


\[14\] World Trade Organisation International Trade Data (2019), Annual commercial services exports by sector and partner, Available at: https://data.wto.org/

coercive power of the British Empire, no longer apply. As shown in Figure 3, Britain’s share of world trade in manufacturing fell from over 20% in 1950 to 4% in 2016. Our interviewees stressed that ignoring the constraints of size and fundamental shifts in the global economy would expose Britain to hubris.

**Andy Burwell, CBI** "If the UK wants to shape the future global environment it can only do so through alliances and collective action. Linking foreign policy to trade sounds very colonial."

**Simon Usherwood, University of Surrey** "A strength of the UK is its historic reputation as a sound and reliable partner, even though the last few years have trashed our reputation around the world and, in particular, in the Security Council."

![UK Share of Global Trade has fallen sharply](image)

*Figure 3: UK Share of world trade, 1850-2016. Data: 'A Millennium of Macroeconomic data for the UK', Bank of England, 2018.*

The image of 19th century Britain has so far appeared to play an outsized role in driving Britain’s strategy, potentially to its detriment.

For example, from proposing the Commonwealth form a trading bloc to replace the UK-EU alliance, or expanding trade with the US through the 'special relationship'. Our interviewees were concerned that they could not thrive in a


Global Britain that simply ignored the realities of the UK’s current and historic economic position. As shown by Figure 4 below, the UK’s closest neighbour the EU, and European countries before that, have always been the UK’s dominant trading partners.

**Figure 4: Proportion of UK goods export destination by region, 1707 - 2016.**


The trade deal with the EU did not avoid the imposition of numerous new trade barriers. Impact assessments predict that the net impact of the deal will be a 4% “loss of potential GDP over 15 years compared to continued EU membership”. Compensating for the impact of this economic shock is not as simple as signing trade deals with economies of equivalent sizes. Trade theory emphasises the importance of “gravity” - i.e. that countries tend to trade most with countries they are closest to in both goods and services.

**Shashank Joshi, The Economist** "No heroic power of will is going to overcome historic geographically determined patterns of trade."

The global landscape of trade has changed. Trade is now much more dependent on regulatory alignment, especially in services, the backbone of the UK economy. Services contributed 71.3% of UK GDP in 2019, industry 17.4% and agriculture 0.61%. Most interviewees were sceptical of the view, exemplified by Liz Truss’s statement that the UK can become a “a global services and technology hub”, that

---

20 Fleming, S. Brunsden, J. (2020) ‘How the UK-EU trade deal will change relations between Britain and Brussels’, The Financial Times, 24 December, Available at: [https://www.ft.com/content/8ae6db38-9e09-4c00-9b49-687a2dafa2c](https://www.ft.com/content/8ae6db38-9e09-4c00-9b49-687a2dafa2c)

the UK could expand its service exports without harmonisation of rules which, ultimately, compromise sovereignty.\textsuperscript{22}

**Stephen Howarth, Agricultural Economist** "I struggle to see how anything can replace the EU, we are thoroughly integrated with the bloc e.g. the complexity of our manufacturing supply chains. I believe Europe will still be our biggest trading partner in Global Britain [...] We have not understood the underlying changes that are required to make this a success.”

**David Wright, Former European Commission Official** "Of course you can cut your access to the European market, you make deals with Switzerland or whoever. But it will not be easy to do that and maintain trade with your biggest trading partner, the EU. Deals with the Americans will always be on American terms. And other markets are not going to roll over and say ‘thanks Britain - we will adopt your standards as they are’.”

**Pragmatic Realism**
Between these two extremes, we found an emerging view from the majority of our interviewees for Britain to remain outward looking, and ambitious to lead on issues of global importance; but also humble and realistic. This new pragmatic Global Britain requires achieving global change through alliances, and proactively responding to the discontent driven by globalisation.

This pragmatic Global Britain is optimistic. It recognises Britain as a small island with significant geopolitical advantages and world-class industries and institutions, capable of tackling some of the world’s greatest priorities through cooperation as an equal partner. It should start by protecting and building the relationship with the EU while using its new latitude to build alliances and advocate for issues of global importance: climate change, democracy, and a response to all of the popular discontents that have driven the various backlashes against an ailing system.

**Senior Bank of England Official** "The UK machine is good at operating in international fora, and remains pretty powerful. We have good ideas and good networks - but you need the third piece which is giving political attention to multilateralism.”

**Senior Downing Street Official** "The biggest difference at the G7 table is that it will be Biden there and not Trump. We will be thinking about the internet, the international pandemic response, global health, how to boost the WHO, the WTO, and the question of what the G7 can do to support global trade.”

Our interviewees did not shy away from emphasising the hard realities of UK’s economic clout and influence, yet they guided us towards areas in which they believe the UK has immediate opportunities to move forward and influence the

\textsuperscript{22}Truss, E. (2021) Opening statement on Global Britain debate, GOV.UK. Available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/opening-statement-on-global-britain-debate.
global agenda. The UK’s role as chair of the G7 and host of COP26 provides excellent stages for Global Britain’s first prominent international forays.

**Senior UK Treasury Official**  “We’re quite good at international economic leadership - good at forging consensus at the G7, that goes back a long time. See what we delivered in 2013, 2008 and 2005.”

**Senior Cabinet Office Official**  “The fact that we hold the key to multilateral processes next year, and the chair to the G7 is good, and Biden understands that health and resilience, climate and nature, are all essential to trade and the future economy.”

**Senior Bank of England Official**  “The G7 is not what it was but it’s also having a bit of a new lease of life because the G20 has China in it and is therefore becoming more difficult to navigate. The G7 has become a more like-minded club and better for caucusing.”

**William Bain, British Retail Consortium**  “The UK Government says it intends to play an active role in multilateral institutions e.g. G7/COP 26. This will be an opportunity for the UK to show global leadership outside EU institutions, that it is agile and able to forge coalitions with people across the world.”

**Kevin Ellis, Chairman of PWC UK**  “As hosts of COP 26, the UK has the opportunity to showcase its strengths and commitments to action. Climate technology will be increasingly crucial, and with that comes the need for new skills. Our renowned education system will play a key role in this, as well as employers alike.”

In this paper we explore, across a number of areas, what a pragmatic and realistic Global Britain agenda might look like. From trade and migration to domestic policy and narrative, we find that the UK government faces a series of important choices both in external and internal economic policy which will shape the success and perception of post-Brexit Britain.

**Global Backdrop**

Our interviews painted a rapidly shifting backdrop of events against which Global Britain must emerge. Most prominent were Covid-19, the role of China and a wider shift in power away from the Old World. What is more, this year the UK must work out how to deal with leaving the EU, manage the ramifications of the new UK-EU deal, and face the challenge of chairing the G7 and the COP.

**Covid-19**

Globally, Covid-19 has transformed the trade landscape as efforts to contain the virus have led to repeated suspension in economic activity. The WTO forecasts a 9.2% decline in world trade volumes in 2020, only partly offset by a projected 7.2% increase in 2021.  

The pandemic is yet another blow to the march of globalisation, following a year of US-China trade tensions. Covid-19 poses a huge

---

test to countries facing the challenge of domestic recovery: unemployment is projected to be 2.2% higher than pre-crisis levels, the UK’s unemployment level is predicted to rise to 8.3% by the last quarter of 2020/21.

**Senior Downing Street Official** “We’re currently looking at historical precedents for interventions in key areas and key sectors that got hit by a combination of Brexit and Covid-19 - for example the automotive sector. We are looking at whether workers in this sector can transition into growing industries, such as the green jobs plan.”

**Tony Danker, CBI** ”We have just had two shocks, Brexit and Covid-19, that have necessitated for the first time in our history a need for an economic vision of Britain. This vision is likely to include the following components; net zero commitments, a focus on regional equality and the competitiveness of our economy.”

**Brussels-Based Foreign Office Official** ”We’re trying to play a bigger global role as part of build-back-better post-Covid. The theory is we have a lot of opportunity to set up new domestic regulatory structures post-EU. But the question remains of how do we do that in an innovative way, especially given worsening public finances?”

### The US and China

Our interviewees were caught between the importance of capturing economic opportunities including investment and trade with China, against concerns about security, geopolitics and the impact of Chinese trade on the domestic economy. The new Biden administration has largely left Trump’s China policies untouched, maintaining the risk we identified in our previous paper that the UK will be drawn into an emerging US foreign and economic policy based on anti-China bilateralism.

**Senior Cabinet Office Official** ”Biden, despite being an internationalist, is going to carry on with a fairly aggressive China policy”.

**Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Senior Minister of Singapore** ”We haven’t yet had to choose between the US and China but that day may come. There are some issues in which the tensions are already being factored into business and government decisions, such as 5G, and where national interest now requires that you don’t have too much exposure to any one player”

**Maria Dermertzis, Deputy Director at Bruegel Think-Tank** ”So long as Trump was in place, it was convenient for the EU not to have a firm stance on China, and could ignore US pressure. But now we have a reasonable US administration with Biden, it will be a lot more difficult for the EU to ignore US pressure. Where does the UK stand here?”

---


26 The Economist, (2021) ‘Britain has lost the EU. Can it find a role?’, 2 January, Available at: https://www.economist.com/leaders/2021/01/02/britain-has-lost-the-eu-can-it-find-a-role
Shift towards the Global South

Covid-19 and US / China tensions sit on top of a steady structural shift in the global economy. While historically the greatest volumes of international trade have been between rich countries, is being transformed by increasing trade between in the Southern Hemisphere. In Britain, a “tilt to the Indo-Pacific” in foreign-policy thinking is already underway, and is paired with a shift in economic priorities - it is reflected by the UK’s recent application to join the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (‘CPTPP’). A closer economic relationship with faster growing markets is seen as a way for the UK to compensate for trade lost by leaving the EU single market.

Wayne Swan, Former Australian Finance Minister  “Britain is in a good starting position to develop linkages in Eurasia – but even in Australia we’re not as good at Asia relationships as we should be.”

Senior Downing Street Official  “The UK has the opportunity to take an eyes-wide open approach to China with the support of Pacific Rim partners.”

Ambassador Nicholas Burns, Harvard Kennedy School  “Britain already has a lot of good relationships in the Global South and one of the key questions for post-Brexit Britain is what will it do with the Commonwealth, will it remain ceremonial or will it slowly build into a more substantial club?”

John Mills, John Mills Limited  “EU markets are growing very slowly and the rest is growing much more rapidly so I think we’re better off concentrating on that.”

---

1. Trade Policy

One upside of Britain’s departure from the EU is freedom to pursue an independent trade policy. The UK has moved from a customs union to a zero-tariff, zero-quota goods trade agreement with the EU, and has ‘rolled over’ most agreements with non-EU countries accessed through EU membership. However, 37% of Britain’s trade, representing around 10% of its GDP, is still on WTO terms. UK trade policy must define an approach to this trade, as well as whether and how to deepen trade within current agreements, especially in services which are crucial to the UK economy.

Should the UK prioritise Multilateral, Bilateral, or Plurilateral deals?
The multilateral trading system remains dysfunctional
Our interviewees broadly agreed that Global Britain should openly support the multilateral trading system. It should seek to restart efforts at the WTO which has been in deadlock since 11 December 2019, when its Appellate Body lost the quorum of three members necessary to decide appeals of WTO settlement dispute panel decisions. However, most were not confident that the current crisis could be resolved easily.

Senior UK Treasury Official “Nobody is particularly optimistic about multilateral trade or reviving the WTO. People will talk about it, but there is no real sense that it will happen very quickly.”

Sajid Javid, Former UK Chancellor of the Exchequer “We’ve got a full seat again at the WTO. The Trump administration has meant it has been marginalised, but it remains an important organisation, we should support its key aims.”

Senior Cabinet Office Official “This government is actually rather more multilateral than you might think, and this Prime Minister is more multilateral probably than the government as a whole.”

Though some hope that the incoming Biden Administration will renew efforts at resolving conflicts between WTO members, bandwidth and difficulty reaching consensus remain major obstacles. Even the boost of optimism following the unanimous appointment of Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, might be hard to sustain without concrete changes in the attitude of the largest members: China and the US.

30 Lanktree, G. (2021) 5 things to expect from Joe Biden on UK trade, POLITICO, 20 January Available at: https://www.politico.eu/article/five-things-to-expect-from-joe-biden-on-uk-trade/
One of Biden’s first acts in office was to tilt large parts of Federal spending toward “made in America” products.31

Sajid Javid, Former Chancellor of the Exchequer “Even before the pandemic, it was going to be tough to revive the multilateral system. Without a pro-trade US, reinvigorating the system will be really difficult.”

Anand Menon, Director of UK in a Changing Europe “With President Biden we have common interests on restoring the multilateral system, advancing the liberal international order, and countering authoritarian regimes.”

Bilateral and Plurilateral deals are more feasible in the near future
Bilateral and plurilateral deals were considered more realistic goals in the near-term for UK trade than multilateralism. An emerging consensus was that global trends were moving towards deepening trade relations between countries with shared values or interests. For example, the ‘D-10’ grouping of major democracies recently suggested by the UK government,32 or regional coalitions of countries. These blocs could be issue-based coalitions, for example on the regulation of e-commerce or data, or wider groups that include military and foreign policy goals. While interviewees were excited about the prospects for smaller groupings, there was some caution about their effectiveness.

Mark Carney, Former Canadian G7 Sherpa, and Former Governor of the Bank of England “The Bretton Woods system has more or less broken down. We’re now moving towards something that’s a little more values-based, with aligned countries grouping around issues. Therein lies a huge opportunity for the UK.”

Senior UK Treasury Official “It is not given that the norms and standards and principles will evolve in a way that reflects our values. This requires a genuine G7-OECD broader agenda, not bilateral agreements.”

Shashank Joshi, The Economist “There is a growing mood of minilateralism and plurilateralism with new small diplomatic groups and coalitions taking shape in different parts of the world.”

Trade deals signed since Brexit have been primarily bilateral, with all but one (Japan) being copies of EU FTA arrangements “rolled over” to maintain continuity.33 The trade deal with Japan, signed in October 2020, was very similar to the EU-Japan deal, albeit with additional chapters on e-commerce and financial services.34

Dennis Novy, University of Warwick “The general issue for the UK - as seen in the recent announcements on UK-Japan - is that the content of the Japan deal


32 Forsyth, J. (2020) ‘How will Number 10 deal with Joe Biden?’ The Spectator, 23 October. Available at: https://www.spectator.co.uk/article/how-will-number-10-deal-with-joe-biden


34 Panjwani, A. (2020) ‘Is the UK’s trade deal with Japan better than the EU’s?’, Full Fact, 30 November Available at: https://fullfact.org/economy/japan-eu-deal-thornberry/
mainly amounts to the grandfathering of the existing EU agreement with Japan with some additional changes on top.”

**Stephanie Wray, Biocensus** "At the moment the UK government is very keen to close trade deals. We hear an awful lot about the trade deal with Japan - which is just the EU trade deal with the word ‘EU’ tippeed out.”

The UK is yet to sign a deal with a country that had not first negotiated a deal with the EU, though talks with Australia, New Zealand, and the US are ongoing. Of these, Australia may be the most likely candidate for the UK’s next FTA, with sources claiming a deal could arrive as soon as spring 2021.35

**Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Senior Minister of Singapore** "An independent player like Britain will have to carve a role for itself that is forward-looking and growth oriented. This must involve integrating with the world, and going beyond simply having the continuity agreements that it had through the EU.”

---

*Figure 7: Trade with proposed UK Free Trade Agreement Partners, 2019. Data: ONS Total Trade by Country.*

As Figure 7 above shows, UK trade with Australia is a fraction of trade with the US, seen by many as the most valuable possible FTA partner. However, even for the US, the potential impact of FTA is still only 0.16% of GDP over a 15 year time horizon, as estimated by the Government.36

---


Although interviewees cited enthusiasm on the UK side for a deal with the US, general sentiment was that it was unlikely to come to fruition any time soon. This was consistent with the finding from our previous paper ‘Will Prioritising a UK-US Free Trade Agreement Make or Break Global Britain?’ that a deal with the US would not come early or easily. A US-UK FTA would force the UK to confront the strategic dilemmas posed by a US committed to a foreign and economic policy based on anti-China bilateralism, and raise issues for agricultural and pharmaceutical regulation. Early signals from the Biden administration suggest a UK-US FTA is not a priority.37

**Sajid Javid, Former Chancellor of the Exchequer** “House Democrats today are not the same as under Obama - they are much more trade sceptical.”

**Craig VanGrasstek, Harvard Kennedy School** “If what you want is an FTA with the United States, it will likely take place across multiple administrations.”

Even numerous bilateral deals may only deliver meagre gains

The DIT has scaled up its resources rapidly in order to launch a flurry of new trade negotiations.38 This is much needed given the UK Government’s July 2020 stated ambition to “secure FTAs covering 80% of UK trade within the next three years”.39 Our interviewees were quick to caution that focus should be on the quality, not the quantity, of FTAs.

The impact of some of the bilateral deals posed is small. Figure 8 below shows government analysis of the long run (15 year) impacts of newly proposed FTAs.40 The figures show that potential bilateral GDP improvements are much smaller than the losses experienced by leaving the Single Market. DIT analysis estimates that a US FTA would increase UK GDP in the long run by 0.07%.41

For other FTAs under negotiation, such as Australia and New Zealand, the estimated impact on long-run GDP is even smaller, at 0.01%-0.02% for Australia. No noticeable change in headline GDP estimated from a New Zealand deal.42 43

**Dominic Goudie, Food and Drink Federation** “It doesn’t really feel that we’ve thought about what we’re doing, and how we’re going to do it. There’s a rush to act rather than working out what is best for us.”

---


40 Figures represent the counterfactual change to GDP growth compared to without a deal (or, for the EU FTA, remaining in the EU).


Dennis Novy, University of Warwick  “The real question is, can the UK come up with its own trade agreements that really have a lot of core UK interests at their heart? It’s not just quantity, it’s quality.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trade Deal (best ‘scenario 2’ case)</th>
<th>Change to GDP over 15-years (lower range – upper range)</th>
<th>Impact in £ on GDP compared to 2019.44</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>+0.16%45 (+0.05% and +0.36%)</td>
<td>£3.48bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>+0.02%46 (+0.02% and +0.03%)</td>
<td>£0.43bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>0.00%47</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>0.07%48</td>
<td>£1.52bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPTPP</td>
<td>No estimate yet given49</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK-EU Average FTA (2018 Estimate)</td>
<td>-4.9% (-6.4% to -3.4%)50</td>
<td>-£106.45bn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Comparison of GDP impacts across proposed UK FTAs


Senior UK Treasury Official “Our trade policy is very FTA focused. We need to think about the countries we’re not doing FTAs with.”

Daniel Keohane, Centre for European Reform “For the impact on UK GDP, there’s no comparison between the importance of a deal with the EU, versus what has been agreed with Japan or what might be agreed with the US.”

Several interviewees focused on a deal in services, in which the UK maintains a significant trade surplus of £93bn. However, barriers to trade in services such as regulatory requirements and restrictions on the movement of people can be difficult to lower for a variety of reasons, including politics. They often require alignment with or recognition of (and thus some reliance on) other countries’ regulatory standards and systems.

Senior Cabinet Office Official “What Covid-19 has shown us is that services are much more mobile than we thought. This creates huge risk, and opportunity.”

Angus Canvin, UK Finance “Big financial services chapters in trade deals are highly ambitious. Given the way nations do trade in services, we have to focus on incremental steps.”

Mark Carney, Former Canadian G7 Sherpa, and Former Governor of the Bank of England “If the G20 liberalised services trade by as much as goods trade, the trade deficit for the US and the UK would be cut in half.”

Plurilateral deals could be a way forward, especially in services

Plurilateral deals, especially in services, were identified as appealing options - particularly if the UK can keep the door open for a plurilateral arrangement to expand outwards and engage major players such as the EU and US. They could also open up the possibility to expand membership to the EU and US, and eventually re-engage the multilateral system.

Senior UK Government Official “Things won’t move forward on the multilateral front, so the implication is to do things bilaterally or plurilaterally- I can imagine a plurilateral initiative on services.”

Mark Carney, Former Canadian G7 Sherpa, and Former Governor of the Bank of England “Canada, Singapore and Switzerland will be persuadable on services. The UK should convince the US that service liberalisation is the way to get a decent trade surplus with China.”

David Wright, Former European Commission Official “I see nothing wrong with building out from coalitions of the willing. But global trade cannot operate without a dispute settlement mechanism.”

The UK government announced its intention to join CPTPP on 31 January 2021.\textsuperscript{52} Our interviewees were split in their support for this. Though the UK already has FTAs with many CPTPP members, if the US were to join membership could accrue significant benefits, and a possible "platform" from which to restart the multilateral system.

**Sajid Javid, Former Chancellor of the Exchequer** "The CPTPP is definitely worth pursuing, and the DIT has been very interested in joining."

**Shanker Singham, CEO Competere Ltd, Former Trade Advisor to USTR and UK Trade Secretary:** "The Biden administration may not want to accede to the CPTPP in the first half of its term, but more likely in its second half. If the UK joins as well, then 60% of the global economy is in the CPTPP, which would challenge inaction in the WTO and spur it to make progress."

**Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Senior Minister of Singapore** "If the first best multilateral world isn't working, the second best approach is to find a pathway towards it. The UK now wanting to come into CPTPP is a very good example. If the other large countries were to also join, that will take us closer to de facto multilateralism."

**Brussels-Based Foreign Office Official** "The EU will be watching UK attempts to build more pacific-facing relationships like a hawk. They'll be conflicted because they'll want to be above it, but the Commission is a many-headed beast and they have lots of shared interests such as WTO reform."

On the other hand, several of our interviewees expressed concerns with the terms and partners to the agreement. Others pointed to the risk for the multilateral system if trading partners focus resources on bilateral or plurilateral efforts.

**Laura Cohen, British Ceramics Confederation** "We are a bit nervous about CPTPP because of concerning links between some of the partners and modern slavery."

**Rosa Crawford, TUC** "The government has said that it wants to use the Australia and New Zealand deals as a way to get into the CPTPP. That is a trade deal which trade unions completely oppose because it has no effective enforcement of labour standards, includes Investor-State Dispute Settlement clauses and exposes public services."

**Craig VanGrasstek, Harvard Kennedy School** "The best way to reinvigorate the multilateral system would be for Washington and its current FTA negotiating partners (i.e., Brussels, London, and Tokyo) to jettison those talks in favour of a joint effort to renew serious negotiations in the WTO."

Will UK trade behaviour be collaborative, conciliatory or adversarial?

An adversarial approach to trade is likely to fall flat

The UK will now have to shape an idea of the ‘type’ of player that it will be. Will the UK focus on Britain first bilateralism or alliance building through brokerage and collaboration? These decisions come at a time when globalisation is in retreat and many countries are seriously questioning the domestic impact of recent trade liberalisation. The Trade Openness Index (“TOI”), a measure of global openness to trade, began declining in 2008 for the first time since WW2. This trend, toward greater protectionism, has not reversed even after recovery from the global financial crisis.53

**Professor Robert Lawrence, Harvard Kennedy School** “There is a danger that the combination of shaky supply chains as seen during Covid, and issues of national security vis a vis China, leads us to use economic security as a pretext for more government intervention and protectionism.”

**Wayne Swan, Former Australian Finance Minister** “When looking at trade strategies it’s a pretty murky world. It’s fair to say that there is much to learn about how to operate in a less friendly world.”

Some interviewees were sceptical that the UK could deliver on its stated goals for trade, and identified that being arrogant will cause the UK problems. If the UK acts adversarial, attempting to leverage the threat of trade sanctions or focusing on deals that prioritise the UK rather than shared benefit, this is unlikely to be effective given the UK’s size and position.

**Thomas Sampson, London School of Economics** “The UK is too small a country, both economically and militarily, to seek the same global role that the US, China, India or the EU could take.”

The UK needs to show itself as a co-operative partner, not a bully

Some are concerned that the UK government’s conduct in the EU negotiations have damaged its international reputation. Attempts to break international law by overriding the Northern Ireland protocol of the EU withdrawal agreement may not have been acted upon, but raised concerns of damaging international trust in the UK’s commitment to the rule of law.54

**Thomas Sampson, London School of Economics** “The UK’s professed willingness to breach an international treaty during the Brexit negotiations has

---


54 Venus, J. (2020) ‘Internal Market Bill prompts questions on UK’s commitment to rule of law’, International Bar Association, 1 October, Available at: www.ibanet.org/Article/NewDetail.aspx?ArticleUid=9BAF06E8-251F-40FF-B6D5-504D9555CAD8
harmed its international credibility and makes it harder to do deals with other partners.”

David Wright, Former European Commission Official "Let’s forget carving out any sort of serious leadership at global level if leaders illegally try to prorogue Parliament, abrogate international agreements, attack the legal profession, the broadcasting media and cut back overseas development aid.”

However, government officials felt that disagreements during the withdrawal process have not damaged the UK’s relationships with the world.

Senior Downing Street Official "If I talk to real hard-headed foreigners, in Berlin, Washington, Canberra, they say that the Brexit negotiations have had no impact on their view of the UK as a potential partner.”

Senior UK Treasury Official "Most countries we work with have got over Brexit. Other governments are ready to move on in ways that commentators, foreign and domestic, are not.”

Ultimately, the UK needs a collaborative approach, with both the EU and its other allies. If the UK seeks trade deals in services and digital trade this will require a higher degree of trust as close regulatory alignment or mutual standards recognition are essential.55 Engaging with prospective trading partners in a cooperative rather than adversarial manner will best facilitate the trade deals needed to arrive at Global Britain’s stated goals.

Shanker Singham, CEO Competere Ltd, Former Trade Advisor to USTR and UK Trade Secretary "A middle power cannot do this by themselves. Only the US or China could - even then maybe not. The UK needs to work with its allies with their goals in all these different areas.”

Mark Carney, Former Canadian G7 Sherpa, and Former Governor of the Bank of England "Efforts to liberalise services will only ultimately be effective if other members of the league of democracies are part of those efforts as active members - not just reluctantly dragged along members.”

Angus Canvin, UK Finance "We need to get an institutional foundation on regulatory and supervisory co-operation, which can then deliver trade enhancing outcomes.”

To what extent should UK Trade be non-EU?
Adjustment is possible, but gravity can’t be ignored
Global Britain will have to decide how much the countries it trades should change post-Brexit, including which countries to focus on for upcoming trade deals.

Brussels-Based Foreign Office Official "That is the Global Britain 'thing' - that there is nothing unique about the EU, it is just another counterparty. So, if we’re thinking about doing something with the EU, we will do it based on its merits rather than because they are our European partners.”

55 PricewaterhouseCoopers (2019) Technology and trust should be the drivers of digital trade when distance matters, PwC. Available at: www.strategyand.pwc.com/uk/en/digital-trade/the-future-of-digital-trade.html
Kevin Ellis, Chairman of PWC UK "It’s not about relying on legacy perceptions or given assets such as our time zone, but building on what we have."

Britain must acknowledge that, regardless of efforts with other countries, by far the most important trade relationship will be with the EU. It accounted for approximately 47% of UK trade in 2019.56 As figure 9 below shows, a 5% fall in UK trade with the EU would require very large increases in trade with other target partners to compensate.

![Figure 9: Increase in Total Trade (Goods & Services, Imports + Exports) to offset a 5% reduction in UK-EU trade. Data: ONS Total Trade by Country, 2019](image)

The EU deal did not avoid the establishment of new trade barriers,57 leaving numerous issue areas such as financial services open.58 UK trade policy should focus on seeking areas where trade frictions with the EU can be reduced.

Rosa Crawford, TUC "Right from when Global Britain was unveiled we have refuted the underlying assumption that trade deals with other countries could substitute for a comprehensive EU trade deal that protects jobs, rights and peace in Northern Ireland."

Rob Driscoll, ECA "On average, 17% of our clients’ workforce is from the EU, but there is a higher concentration in London and the South East. There are many indirect dependencies on the supply chains linked with the EU."

Non-EU trading partners hold risks, but the reward may be worth it Emerging markets outside the EU have been long feted as a way to diversify away from dominant trading partners. Some interviewees cited the possibility of the UK

---


situating itself as a European-adjacent services ‘base’ for global firms. Several countries adjacent to China were cited as models for the UK.

Professor Robert Lawrence, Harvard Kennedy School “Countries such as Vietnam, Cambodia and Thailand compete with China in offering services to multinational firms, not necessarily with a view to exploiting Chinese markets, but as a friendly alternative base to serving the world.”

Senior Bank of England Official “The Singaporeans are a fantastic example of a tiny jurisdiction who have leveraged their financial services industry and regulation to an enormous extent. They’ve positioned themselves as the interpreters of China.”

Most of the UK’s fastest growing export partners in 2018 were emerging economies, and opportunities to tap into the rapid growth seen in parts of East Asia have been highlighted by the British government. But not all interviewees were supportive of the UK’s conduct in these negotiations.

Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Senior Minister of Singapore “The UK should look for closer integration with the fast-growing parts of the global economy”

Rosa Crawford, TUC “It is clear from the negotiating partners the UK has privileged and the way it has pressured countries like Kenya to sign trade deals on the threat of losing market access to the UK that it is entrenching a system of Global North dominance over the Global South. The politics are deeply toxic and we reject them.”

Some interviewees identified that engaging with new international trade partners risks the UK’s relationship with its allies. Though none of our interviewees felt that balancing between the EU and new or expanded trading partners was impossible, they cautioned against alienating the UK’s closest trading partner.

Rem Korteweg, Clingendael Institute “A clear opportunity is creating closer ties to China with the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership deal. The Americans wouldn’t be happy, but the geopolitical significance might not be as scary as Italy joining the Belt and Road.”

Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Senior Minister of Singapore “We have to build multiple relationships, including bilateral and plurilateral ones like the US, China and Europe have themselves been pursuing, but ensure they provide pathways to multilateralism. But the UK should be careful that integration with Europe is not damaged because that is the nature of your economy, your businesses, and therefore your jobs.”

How should trade be prioritised against other domestic outcomes?
Having to craft its own trade policy for the first time in 50 years will be a serious challenge for the British government. But also a huge opportunity to make trade policy an active contributor to shared economic objectives.

Stephen Adams, Global Counsel “Before you get onto Global Britain you should start with a proper understanding of what globalised Britain actually looks like. Where does it source its goods from? To what extent does it rely on imports in order to produce exports?”

Several interviewees were concerned that domestic pressures would lead a lurch towards protectionism, particularly in sensitive sectors such as agriculture.

Professor Robert Lawrence, Harvard Kennedy School “One vision of Global Britain is a more open economy, but it seems more likely that it will move more towards protectionism.”

Stephen Howarth, Agricultural Economist “Brexit could actually make farming more productive in the long-run, by forcing farmers to be more innovative as they’re more exposed to the market.”

Global Britain must decide the importance of trade against other goals

There were a range of views on the relative importance of trade and domestic concerns. A few interviewees advocated an approach to trade where the importance of trade policy, such as targets for exports to be a specific % of GDP, is increased relative to other domestic or foreign policy interests. But many others felt strongly about domestic need driving trade policy.

Josh Cameron, FTI Consulting “Global Britain prioritises trade interests over other domestic concerns. We need to ask what do these decisions mean for British trade regardless of their impact on domestic sellers?”

Robert Sheasby, Agricultural Industries Confederation “Agriculture and food production are a key strategic asset. If you enter into a trade agreement that undermines food security at any cost then it’s a very bad idea.”

All interviewees saw opportunities for trade policy and domestic concerns to be mutually reinforcing. For example, the UK has the opportunity to lock in high standards in areas such as environmental and labour regulation that go further than current EU trade deals. 60 61

Rosa Crawford, TUC “If the UK strikes future trade deals that lock in the highest standards through effective enforcement mechanisms, we could set a precedent for global trade.”

Dominic Goudie, Food and Drink Federation “China has had food scares - and Chinese consumers go to the UK looking for safe, affordable food. The UK is not a global powerhouse in commoditised food; we produce niche, high-quality products, innovative and healthy and this is where the opportunity lies.”

Conclusion: This is the Global Britain choice

- Reviving multilateral trade is a difficult long-term challenge, but bilateral deals are too narrow to offer significant upside benefit
- Plurilateral deals have more immediate potential, particularly in services, and can be stepping-stones toward multilateralism
- The EU and US may be reluctant to engage in a new push on service sector liberalisation, but the UK should keep the door open
- An adversarial approach with the EU is not in the UK’s interest - new trading relationships must not alienate our most significant partner
- Trading relations which deliver domestic outcomes and greater equality should be prioritised, for example support for SMEs
2. Global Rules of the Game

Upon leaving the EU, Britain has gained new freedom to set its own standards and rules. The UK government’s stated ambition is to be a leader that will “promote modern rules that are relevant to people’s lives for digital and data trade” and “champion high environmental and animal welfare standards”. As Global Britain emerges, it will need to decide how it will use its sovereignty to develop and influence the global rules of the game.

What is the UK’s regulatory philosophy?

Britain is now freer to decide which regulations or proposals to join or not. However, in a world increasingly dominated by large trading blocs, the UK lacks the clout to impose its regulatory approach or values on others and is likely to have to align with one particular view.

Dennis Novy, University of Warwick “The general principle is that the regulations on new areas will be made by the big guys. Britain will need to decide which of the three blocs US, EU, China it needs to align with.”

William Bain, British Retail Consortium “How does the UK fit into a world where you have three major trading blocs with whom it has relationships with but is not part of, and then aspires to lead the world in trade? It is difficult to see how the means can justify the ambition.”

Global Britain will not be ‘sovereign’ over regulation...

Parts of the FTAs that Britain is hoping to negotiate and sign in the coming years will require some degree of ‘rule-taking’ imposed by the other party Britain is negotiating with. Several interviewees stressed that efforts to influence others will often mean giving up some degree of control. This could either be through requirements to harmonise regulation to create shared rulebooks, or to rely on foreign regulatory procedures through mutual recognition procedures.

Thomas Sampson, London School of Economics “If you look at how some of the Nordic countries act in international organisations, they know they don’t lead the organizations, but they achieve influence by engaging in them, following the rules.”

Craig VanGrasstek, Harvard Kennedy School “We need to avoid a story in which Britain seems like a protectorate of America. It’s like Orwell’s worry about the world becoming an American controlled entity, of which Britain is airstrip one.”

... However, the UK will still have substantial influence

Yet this doesn’t mean the UK has no power to wield in choosing its regulatory approach. The UK has a significant role in many international bodies that set rules

---

and standards and facilitate international collaboration. Our interviewees from government were confident in the convening power of these fora, but cautious of overstating their ability to resolve global issues without effort from all sides.

**Senior UK Treasury Official**  "The G7 in recent years has become quite theatrical. The finance ministers meeting is still quite useful in setting up alignment on issues - "pre-cooking" for the G20 and IMF."

**Brussels-Based Foreign Office Official**  "COP and G7 have convening power. But the UK faces challenges of bandwidth, and overcoming trust issues with the EU."

**Stephen Howarth, Agricultural Economist**  "The British Standards Institute continues to actively participate within the CEN and ISO standards bodies, so our influence on European and global standards will be undiminished."

**Senior European Commission Official**  "Britain has clearly got a cadre of talented diplomats which are great to cooperate with, but it will face a really difficult time influencing processes outside the EU."

These structural positions, such as membership of the G7, G20 or even the Security Council and Britain’s historic position as a major world player, gives the UK power to engage in new partnerships and broker between countries.

**Sophia Gaston, British Foreign Policy Group**  "The UK should be playing a really crucial role as our diplomatic skills are top tier. We have historically always played a crucial role in balancing and triangulation between different partners."

**Senior Downing Street Official**  "We’re bigger than Singapore and Canada, and more confident as a global player than Japan. Between the US and EU we must be smart and nimble."

**Brussel-Based Foreign Office Official**  "We may see some new coalitions, such as with South Korea. There’s a desire to shake things up a bit. Will still see a lot of EU partnerships. We’re a flying buttress to the gothic cathedral of the EU. We’ll do a lot of things with certain EU members, but pick and mix."

**Shashank Joshi, The Economist**  "It's not a simple case of just picking an alliance and sticking with it. There are issues where middle powers can break with the bigger powers and go their own way, or act as a swing power."

The UK can also, backed by its deep expertise and strong civil service, seize the opportunity for first mover advantage and experiment where others deem it too risky. Setting an example for other countries was often cited in our interviews as a powerful source of influence.

**Senior Bank of England Official**  "If you can show that something works in a fairly chunky mid-sized economy that's globally integrated - that's powerful."

**Senior Cabinet Office Official**  "The areas where the UK can lead on are areas where there is no regulation at the moment, the future frontiers such as fintech."

**Senior UK Treasury Official**  "The most interesting area to do things differently Post-Brexit will be in setting new regulations or in industries of the future where
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we can try and be pioneering and set standards. Whether that’s an opportunity or we end up squeezed between two big blocs remains to be seen.”

On which global issues should the UK take a leadership position?

UK influence can be maximised through careful prioritisation

Interviewees broadly shared the view that the UK needs to take a strategic approach regarding its role in global regulation. In some areas it may have to accept it will be a rule taker. That will enable prioritisation of those areas where Britain hopes to be a real innovator, agenda setter and potentially even rule maker. Our interviewees told us that, having obtained independence from EU positions, the UK can lead, but that it must choose carefully on which issues.

**Senior Bank of England Official** “We are now free of co-operating with EU positions, but the EU never tried to enforce that in the G7 or G20. We are a bit less constrained in the positions we take because we can make our own policy - and so can take a leading role before the EU more often.”

**Senior European Commission Official** “While you may have a difficult time proving leadership across the board, there are certainly some areas where the UK leads and I can see that you might wish to be at the forefront of international processes.”

This may require the UK to limit the number of issues on which it is trying to influence, and constrain itself to those which are domestically important.

**Mark Carney, Former Canadian G7 Sherpa, and Former Governor of the Bank of England** “From a Canadian perspective - when you’re a mid-power at best in the G20, you realise you have to pick your battles. Be informed on all of the topics and issues on the agenda, but pick one or two to focus on. You can’t ever really "own" any issues.”

**Senior UK Treasury Official** “There are only so many parts of the forest in which you can play. The UK is bigger than Norway, but similarly needs to be strategic about which parts it picks.”

**Senior Bank of England Official** “There are opportunities for thought leadership. You need three things to move the international debate: Good ideas with a strong evidential base, strong diplomatic networks, and the political will to drive it. We’re quite good at ideas.”

Our interviews identified the following areas which could serve as UK strategic priorities:

**Open societies, democracy and defence of free markets**

The UK has historically been an advocate for free trade, although this history is contested. Many of our interviewees raised their hopes that Global Britain advocacy for democracy and openness could help respond to anti-democratic and
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protectionist trends across the globe. The government has stated its own ambitions in this space, with Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab calling for Global Britain to be a “force for good”.65

In practice, this means the UK showing it remains a committed global player regardless of its departure from the EU.66 Some of our interviewees highlighted Global Britain could leverage the G7 as a forum for democracies to apply common values to global challenges and defend human rights internationally. The Integrated Review of Security, Defence, Development and Foreign Policy currently underway is expected to set out in greater detail UK strategy for UK national security and foreign policy.67

Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Senior Minister of Singapore “In a world of diminishing advocacy for openness, there is much to be said for being a leading advocate for a well-functioning, open global order and collective investment in the global commons.”

Senior Cabinet Office Official “The UK is seeking to re-establish the basic purpose of organisations such as the G7 - to rebuild open societies, and democracy.”

Brussels-Based Foreign Office Official "I expect the integrated review to be internationalist in its instincts. For example, recommending to get the G7 back to its core purpose, of like-minded liberal democracies who apply their common values to global challenges.”

Finance
The UK is the second largest financial services exporter in the world, after the US.68 It retains strong regulatory institutions with leading positions in international regulatory fora.

For example, Bank of England Deputy Governor Jon Cuncliffe was appointed chair of the Bank of International Settlements Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures starting 2020,69 and Bank of England Executive Director Victoria Saporta has chaired the Executive Committee of the International Association of Insurance Supervisors since 2015.70 The Financial Conduct Authority currently chairs IOSCO’s Committee on Investment Management, and the Global Financial
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Innovation Network’s Coordination Group. The UK could utilise this to exercise influence in setting strong regulatory standards.

**Senior Bank of England Official** “We’re quite good at ideas. For example, the EU proposals on cryptocurrency rely on principles formed by the Bank of England.”

**Senior UK Treasury Official** “Central bankers are plugged in to the G7 and G20. For example, we started a conversation between central bankers on central bank digital currencies.”

**Jo Johnson, Former Cabinet Minister** “It will be industries like finance that provide the ultimate litmus test of success.”

Leaving the EU has created widespread concern that the UK’s financial sector, with 40% of banking and investment exports going to the EU, will deteriorate. The UK is yet to be recognised as ‘equivalent’ to the EU across a range of financial sectors, introducing barriers to UK-EU finance trade. Opportunities for leadership need to be carefully weighed against the risk of jeopardising any future financial services agreement with the EU.

Our interviewees focused on areas where the UK could lead through innovation in regulation, particularly in newer areas such as green finance and fintech. By setting an example of how to regulate for technologies such as data sharing through open banking or decentralised currencies, other countries may be influenced to adopt similar approaches.

**Senior Bank of England Official** “Moving money around the world even just for retail commerce is very expensive and very slow. If the public sector doesn't provide something that is 21st century, then Facebook will.”

**Angus Canvin, UK Finance** “In the comprehensive mutual recognition agreement envisaged with Switzerland, the UK is in the vanguard of financial services trade-enhancing measures. If it delivers what it aspires to it will be ground-breaking, advancing trade in financial services significantly.”

**Jo Johnson, Former Cabinet Minister** "We need to make sure we’re more than compensating for lost business to the EU by expanding our activities in faster growing areas, such as by putting in place an attractive framework for fintech and green finance.”

**Digital**

The EU General Data Protection Regulation (‘GDPR’) implemented in 2018 was a watershed moment for data protection regulation worldwide. But the digital space still represents a new frontier for regulation, and approaches vary hugely. EU
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requirements that restrict flows of data out of the EEA without certain protections have been highly controversial with players such as the US. The UK and EU agreed a temporary data adequacy arrangement post-Brexit,\textsuperscript{75} which is expected to be extended, subject to regular review.\textsuperscript{76} However, the 2020 ECJ “Privacy Shield” decision raises a high bar for international data transfers under the GDPR.\textsuperscript{77} One view we heard was that the UK could bridge between the EU and US by brokering achievable arrangements that allow international data transfers outside the EU.

\textbf{Oliver Patel, UCL} “One area where the UK can be influential is around data adequacy rules, if it finds a way to be a bridge between the US and the EU, that could be a huge opportunity for a crucial sector where the UK is world leading.”

Decisions around how to approach global tech giants such as Facebook and Google from an anti-trust and taxation perspective have also introduced rifts across the Atlantic.\textsuperscript{78} The OECD resolved to reach a consensus to the tax challenges arising from the digitalisation of the economy by mid-2021.\textsuperscript{79} The UK could be an effective bridge to common ground in this process. Other important areas for leadership include frameworks for regulating digital conduct, and reducing trade frictions in the digital economy.

\textbf{Senior Cabinet Office Official} “Things are more up for grabs in data and tech, where the transatlantic and advanced economy regimes are evolving and not compatible.”

\textbf{Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Senior Minister of Singapore} “One of the major opportunities for bilateral and plurilateral deals now comprises enabling and spurring digital connectivity”

\textbf{Senior Downing Street Official} “Global technology players are now so powerful. I mean if they were countries they would be in the G20. It is impossible for a country to regulate them by itself, and everybody is fighting hard to work out how to tax these businesses.”

\textbf{Climate and Environment}

The UK government has already committed to finding a green route out of the pandemic. The UK government plan for a ‘green recovery’ was initially launched in two speeches during June and July 2020, earmarking around £3bn for building energy efficiency upgrades.\textsuperscript{80} Since then there have been several additional announcements of additional green investment including Boris Johnson’s “10-

\textsuperscript{77} Manancourt, V. (2020) ‘The demise of Privacy Shield may be the end of US-Europe data transfers’, POLITICO, 3 August, Available at: www.politico.eu/article/privacy-shield-is-dead-long-live-data-localization/
\textsuperscript{80} HM Treasury (2020) ‘Plan for Jobs’, Available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/topical-events/plan-for-jobs
“point-plan” for tackling climate change. Although these announcements have come under some criticism for being too modest in terms of new funding, the government has indicated “this is only the start.” Funding from the private sector in the form of green finance has also been a focus. Through embedding sustainability at the heart of a modern economy, the UK could set an example for other nations to follow in tackling the climate emergency.

Tony Danker, CBI “Britain has the potential to be a significant leader in terms of net zero carbon emissions.”

Tom Riordan, Chief Executive, Leeds City Council “Leeds has a relationship with Huangzhou. The Chinese Olympics team was hosted in Leeds, but the Chinese interest goes beyond that and it is about learning from Yorkshire’s approach to problem solving and ingenuity. They want to know how we have decarbonised and how to retrofit decarbonisation.”

Stephanie Wray, Biocensus “We can become the leader through our existing strengths in science and technology, not just in reducing CO2 emissions but also protecting and promoting biodiversity.”

Camilla Cavendish, Senior Fellow Harvard University “Climate is an area where the government has a 10 point plan which is too broad and not focused enough. But in fact we have some real strengths, for example in offshore wind.”

Finding a solution to the common environmental problem is a global priority that the UK, as a first mover in green energy and renewables and host of the UN Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Climate Change (COP 26), is well placed to lead. Priorities include the new long-term goals countries will commit to in order to address the climate emergency, finishing the work at COP25 on setting out rules for a carbon market between countries, and implementing the 2015 Paris agreement.

Senior Downing Street Official “The biggest question in the 21st century is how to go green in a way that doesn’t clobber the consumers.”

Senior Cabinet Office Official “Talking about ‘nature’ used to be an excuse for avoiding discussion of emissions, but now there is understanding of how this impacts issues like health resilience, security, and migration.”

Jacob Hayler, Environmental Services Association “COP 26 is a great opportunity for the UK to show leadership on environmental issues. We will need to persuade others to follow our lead, as we won’t make much of an impact on our own.”
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81 Multiple Authors (2020) ‘Coronavirus: Tracking how the world’s ‘green recovery’ plans aim to cut emissions’, Carbon Brief, 16 June, Available at: www.carbonbrief.org/coronavirus-tracking-how-the-worlds-green-recovery-plans-aim-to-cut-emissions
84 City of London Corporation (2020) ‘Green Horizon Summit - The Pivotal Role of Finance’, 11 November, Available at: https://www.theglobalcity.uk/green-horizon-summit-on-demand
85 The University of Edinburgh (2020) ‘What is COP 26?’, The University of Edinburgh, 11 November, Available at: https://www.ed.ac.uk/sustainability/cop26/what-is-cop26
Pandemic Response

UK science has already helped to tackle the pandemic with the development of the Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine, made available at cost to low-income countries. The UK increased its funding commitment in 2020 to become one of the largest state donors to the WHO, as well as £500m in funding for the COVAX advanced market commitment to allow equitable access to a Covid-19 vaccine. However, UK purchases of vaccines well in excess of population need has led to accusations of hoarding, and calls to redistribute excess supply. Global Britain will also need to grapple with the economic fallout of the pandemic, and find a response to concerns around onshoring global supply chains.

Mark Carney, Former Canadian G7 Sherpa, and Former Governor of the Bank of England "The UK will have a lot of extra vaccines - and it could take a stronger role in leading the COVAX. That's worth a lot."

Camilla Cavendish, Senior Fellow Harvard University "Donating vaccines to developing countries and doing a huge push for that will be very, very important."

Laura Cohen, British Ceramics Federation "The pandemic has shown the importance of having strong local manufacturing and supply chains, many governments are making efforts to do this, but the UK doesn’t necessarily seem to be doing so to the same extent."

Where should the UK diverge or remain within the EU regulatory orbit?

Many businesses will need to continue to align with EU rules in order to trade with the bloc - this may cause some pressure from many sections of society to remain closely aligned with past and future EU legislation. Early signals from the Purchasing Managers’ Index suggest that Brexit has already caused significant disruption to supply chains. This experience may create further caution in the future around additional trade frictions.

Dominic Goudie, Food and Drink Federation "Businesses see opportunities to do things differently; but the aim right now needs to be continuity. The UK needs continued access to the expertise at EFSA (the food safety agency) and the UK doesn’t have capacity to do it itself."

Mark Carney, Former Canadian G7 Sherpa, and Former Governor of the Bank of England "There's a period of time where there may be some issues, such

---

The Withdrawal Agreement between the EU and UK has already given rise to numerous issues. Additional paperwork required for customs declarations has led to difficulties sending and receiving goods abroad. The Northern Ireland protocol in the EU Withdrawal Agreement, though a necessary compromise to protect the fragile peace in the area, adds additional complexity for the UK in future regulatory decisions. The protocol requires Northern Ireland to align on some EU Single Market rules on trade in goods such as hygiene, thus avoiding a hard border with the Republic of Ireland. However, custom checks instead apply for goods moving from Great Britain to Northern Ireland. Given this, any UK attempts to diverge in regulation further from the EU could result in new disruptions between the two islands as new customs procedures may need to be introduced.

Laura Cohen, British Ceramics Confederation “One of our biggest brick makers wants to send some bricks to Northern Ireland. They can reclaim the tariff, but there’s massive paperwork involved with this and with customs in general.”

Although tariffs and quotas have been removed for goods broadly, the framework in place for services market access is still being negotiated and is subject to a large number of exceptions that vary by sector and EU member state.

Camilla Cavendish, Senior Fellow at Harvard University “Most of the debate has been about goods. The political class lacks understanding about the reality of a services economy and what it needs to flourish. This is really surprising and quite alarming. The government has been very slow on getting market access, and we’re losing out on tech IPOs to Asia and the US.”

The hard-won sovereignty that comes with EU exit means that most are looking for areas where divergence can bring prosperity. Interviewees were positive that such areas could be found, especially in areas where the UK had previously been hamstrung, such as agriculture or new industries where comprehensive regulation did not yet exist such as fintech. Others also noted that in many cases, the UK may still find itself naturally aligning with Europe.

Senior UK Treasury Official “We made a case in the early days of Trump for more trade in services with China, but the French accused us of trying to sell services in a post-Brexit world.”
Tony Danker, CBI “Britain needs a leapfrog strategy - we need to use our regulatory freedoms to get to the world of 2030 faster, as opposed to simply thinking how to show Brussels this has all been worth it.”

Maria Demertzis, Bruegel Think Tank “When the political dust settles, then we will realise that the UK, regulation wise, is a lot closer to the EU than it thinks.”

Conclusion: This is the Global Britain choice

- The UK is too small to impose its regulatory approach on the world, and too large to simply be a rule-taker; brokerage and innovation offer an alternative
- The UK’s expertise, experience and international standing in financial services, climate change, technology and global taxation are areas for brokerage
- The G7 presidency demands UK leadership on Covid-19-recovery, technology and multilateral tax reform - COP will be a second big test of Global Britain
- As one of the largest donors to COVAX, a leader in the vaccination race and with its world-leading life sciences sector, the UK can drive post-pandemic resilience
- Regulatory divergence from the EU is challenging, but leading or brokering regulatory reform requires risk-taking. In financial services, there are opportunities; in data privacy, the risk of antagonizing the EU may be too great
3. Migration

The UK government has the opportunity to develop a new migration policy. Control over and changes to the migration system were a central promise of the Brexit campaign and they were only partly delivered by ending free movement with the EU. Twenty years of increasing net migration of both non-EU and EU migrants, means that this issue remains politically delicate. The government must define a new direction and narrative around migration to continue making Britain’s attractiveness to migrants a strength for Global Britain, while responding to public demands for a fair and functioning system.

What kinds of migration does the UK need?

Migration plays an important role in the UK

The starting position is already one of significant migration: one in seven of the UK’s population was born outside of the UK; in 2019, there were around 3.16 million EU born migrants in the UK and about 5.87 million non-EU migrants. But these figures are still around the average of wealthy countries. Britain’s 14% foreign born population is low compared to Australia and Switzerland’s 30% and Canada’s 21%. And in line with Germany (16%), France and Spain (13%).

Britain’s new migration policy should start from a clear understanding of how much and what kind of migration the UK, with an ageing population and a skills shortage, needs to maximise its growth potential.

Senior UK Treasury Official "The Treasury is very involved in crafting migration policy, thinking about the skills the economy needs and where there are clear labour force shortages, especially given the new system.”

Jonathan Portes, King’s College London "The government needs to have a system that is simple, fair and not absurdly expensive.”

Josh Cameron, FTI Consulting "The UK can use this opportunity to - even though Brexit was in some ways an anti-immigration campaign - make immigration of skills and talent easier, rather than clamping down on global migration because of inability to do anything about EU migration.”

Maria Demertzis, Bruegel Think Tank "The UK was always effective at getting immigration at all ends of the skills distribution to meet its shortages and from all corners of the world. The EU was a big supplier of labour, a flow that will undoubtedly be disturbed in the short run.”

96 BBC Ideas (2020) ‘What would the UK be like without immigration?’ 14 January, Available at: https://www.bbc.co.uk/ideas/videos/what-would-the-uk-be-like-without-immigration/p080b8wx
97 Sumption, M. Varga-Silva, C. (2020) ‘EU Migration to and from the UK’, The Migration Observatory, 2 October, Available at: https://migrationobservatory.ox.ac.uk/resources/briefings/eu-migration-to-and-from-the-uk/
However, it remains highly politically sensitive
While the government has clearly signalled its increased openness to skilled migration, our interviewees have identified that an open migration policy will not be simply in the UK’s political climate, and that the treatment of unskilled workers will also test the new Global Britain migration policy.

**Camilla Cavendish, Senior Fellow Harvard University** “Global Britain should be using the best and brightest from all over the world, and making them a really big offer to come here and contribute. However, I think there will still be a residual Brexit effect of people wanting to see evidence of control through lower numbers, especially if welfare queues lengthen post-Covid.”

**Peter Walsh, Oxford Migration Observatory** “The single most important test for the new government’s migration policy will be whether, within 2-3 years, there will be clear shortages of low skilled and seasonal workers.”

**Professor Robert Lawrence, Harvard Kennedy School** “We need to recognise that skilled people are complements, not substitutes, for unskilled people. If you want to make more jobs for unskilled people - then you need a lot of jobs for skilled people.”

Some that we interviewed were of the view that ending free movement provides an opportunity to shift migration away from unskilled workers.

**Sajid Javid, Former Chancellor of the Exchequer** “Lower unskilled migration will be good because it will force businesses to increase productivity of a more limited, more expensive workforce.”

**John Elliott, EBAC** “Immigration should be zero, except between countries with similar levels of income. I’m not against immigration, but fundamentally the people coming here shouldn’t need to come here and we shouldn’t need them either- we need to cure the symptoms in the origin countries that’s what we need to do.”

Although some interviewees were of the view that regaining ‘control’ over migration would improve public tolerance of significant migration, there was also an awareness that government has to tread carefully and balance the electorate’s demand for a reduction in migration against its Global Britain ambitions of wanting to attract the brightest and best of global talent.

**Jo Johnson, Former Cabinet Minister** “Even if we’ve still got net migration of 300,000 a year plus, that doesn’t matter anymore because we’re in control.”

**Camilla Cavendish, Senior Fellow Harvard University** “I think there will be some flashpoints on migration despite the fact that everybody in Britain can now see that the NHS relies heavily on EU labour.”

**Senior Bank of England Official** “There are many forces of alienation in advanced economies. The centre hasn’t found a way to “redress the balance” and find a way forward on migration.”

**Peter Holmes, University of Sussex** “The migration we need is the migration that, from a political perspective, we do not want.”
Indeed, demands to reduce migration conflict with demands from businesses who have come to rely on EU migrants to plug skills shortages and to replace highly motivated and reliable migrants. Researchers at the Oxford Migration Observatory have argued that the consequences of a failure to find a system that replicates the advantages of Freedom of Movement within the EU include a potential fiscal cost of 1–3 billion over the first five years of the policy.

**Peter Walsh, Oxford Migration Observatory** "There is a vast literature arguing for the positive and negative effects of net migration, but the most measurable and immediate one is the net effect on the government’s profit and loss, and in Britain this has been positive in the last 30 years."

**Laura Cohen British Ceramics Federation** "We’re going to be recruiting a lot fewer people from outside of the UK. I always prided myself that we interviewed the best people for the job and I feel disappointed that a lot of our members will have skills gaps.”

Another potential tension for the government will come from abroad, where the desire to sign ambitious trade agreements will come with other countries’ demands for a more liberalised migration regime, for example India, leading to higher overall net migration numbers.

**William Bain, British Retail Consortium** "The Government’s desire to have further trade agreements to demonstrate results from its new independent trade policy is going to have an impact on migration... there will be somewhat less reductions in migration than what some of the Brexiteers promised.”

**Josh Cameron, FTI Consulting** "To complement a Global Britain trade strategy, a points based system for migration could work, but it must abandon crude targets that would make its execution very complicated.”

What should the UK’s approach to migration be?

Big changes are possible and may be needed

Given the need for migration, the many political sensitivities around it, and the government’s opportunity to craft a brand new approach, now is the time for ambition and innovation.

**Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Senior Minister of Singapore** “Good immigration policy must be aligned to maximising jobs at home. In Singapore this means being very liberal at the top of the skills ladder, but being more cautious in the middle, and paying close attention to whether employers are really giving a fair opportunity to local candidates.”

---
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Jo Johnson, Former Cabinet Minister "We should be busting a gut to encourage brilliant people to study here and then stay on and deploy their talents in the UK economy post graduation. If you’re endlessly tightening up rules and adopting a defensive posture to manage down numbers to meet poorly-framed targets you’re going to divert that crucial flow of high innovation talent we’re going to need to bounce back post Covid.”

Jonathan Portes, King’s College London "I think ideally you would want a migration model that is liberal, that doesn’t require a lot of central planning or government regulation because we’re not very good at it and the Home Office is terrible at it. It should be relatively non-restrictive- it doesn’t have any quotas or too many special types of visas.”

Some feel reforms so far have not gone far enough to meet UK need
The government has promised an Australian Style points-based immigration system\textsuperscript{102}, to deliver the electorate’s demand for control. But so far it has only implemented a hybrid version. The new system treats EU migrants the same as non-EU migrants. It requires that they meet a mandatory set of criteria, and offers very limited routes for unskilled workers.\textsuperscript{103}

Senior Downing Street Official “Our points based immigration system is deliberately designed to make it easier for high-skilled immigrants to come in, and more difficult for low-skilled.”

John Mills, John Mills Limited “We will be open to talent, but reluctant to see the doors wide open for everybody to come in. You’ve got to make some choices somewhere and a points system is probably the best way of doing it.”

But some consider this system to be too similar to the status quo, and that it presents a danger of making it harder for lower skilled EU migrants whilst not making that much easier for high skilled non-EU migrants.

For example, only about 63\% of current EU migrants would not be eligible for a skilled worker visa under the new system,\textsuperscript{104} risking problems in industries dependent on EU migration.

Peter Walsh, Oxford Migration Observatory “The government has largely left in place the old migration system, which suggests they are more prone to stay the course than change towards a much more ambitious Canadian or Australian system.”

Jonathan Portes, King’s College London “The Health and Social Care Sector is actually one sector that I think migration shouldn’t be the answer- maybe this will mean the Government will finally fund and reform it properly. They’ve stated the

\textsuperscript{102} Conservative Manifesto (2019) Available at: https://www.conservatives.com/our-plan
\textsuperscript{103} The new main route for skilled migration requires migrants to meet a mandatory set of criteria which includes: having a job offer, English proficiency and meeting a particular salary threshold. These give the prospective migrant fifty points. They can then obtain the remaining twenty points they require to reach the cut off by trading criteria. More information is available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-points-based-immigration-system-further-details-statement/uk-points-based-immigration-system-further-details-statement
most sectors will have to adjust and it’s unclear where this is going to end up because it’s so clouded by Covid.”

**Laura Cohen, British Ceramics Federation** “Some key skills are not appearing on the Migration Advisory Shortage Occupations list.”

Migration policy must be fair and effective for all
The new migration policy must also consider the domestic impacts of migration and aim to use policy, alongside other levers, to create more economic opportunity for citizens which will, in turn, reinforce the positive perception of controlled and selective migration that benefits the population. Adopting such an approach enables the labour market effects of immigration to be considered as part of policy development.105

**Senior Downing Street Official** “Previously we were working with the basic assumption that the free movement of labour and of capital would be an unadulterated good but they are not, at least in domestic politics.”

**Andy Burwell, CBI** “There are so many innovative government/business partnerships around reskilling and upskilling. Look at what France, Germany or the Netherlands are doing. This will be paramount to do in the UK, especially if lower unskilled migration will push upward pressure on wages.”

To ensure the positive impact of migration on the domestic economy, our interviewees told us that the new migration policy must be consistent and work hand in hand with education, skills and industrial policy. In areas such as labour standards our interviewees told us that migration policy aligned with trade and regulation policy.

**Senior Downing Street Official** “We’ve been trying to pre-empt the impact of migration on UK nationals by focusing on the domestic skills agenda and reshaping university funding to focus on higher value courses.”

**Kevin Ellis, Chairman of PWC UK** “The UK has a services based economy and hence many employers are in that sector. Aligning the roles of employers and professional qualifications with the right regulatory, legal and tax frameworks will help open up opportunity to more people and put the UK on an even stronger footing for the future.”

**Professor Robert Lawrence, Harvard Kennedy School** ”It’s absolutely crucial to exploit great educational institutions in order to attract foreign talent, and keep it in Britain.”

Finally, emerging evidence suggests that after Brexit, with the end of Free Movement, migration has, for now, become less important.106 Most voters want the government to have and show control over migration numbers, but are not in principle opposed to continued migration. This suggests that the government might have some flexibility on its promise to push overall net migration to below 100k, as long as the system appears fair and under control.

---

105 Ruhs, M. Vargas-Silva, C. (2020) 'The Labour Market Effects of Immigration' The Migration Observatory, 18 February, Available at: https://migrationobservatory.ox.ac.uk/resources/briefings/the-labour-market-effects-of-immigration/

Jo Johnson, Former Cabinet Minister "The government has walked away from its previous target to reduce migration to the tens of thousands. That’s history. The government wants a points based system and everyone likes the sound of that."

Brussels-Based Foreign Office Official "The government has made its position clear from the outset. For them it was never really a choice and they now consider it a done deal - lower unskilled, higher skilled. And equal treatment between EU and non-EU, regardless of how much it angered our European neighbours."

What is the Global Britain narrative on migration?

A new narrative is needed

Almost all of our interviewees agreed that regardless of what direction the government decides to go on migration, it must change the narrative on this politically sensitive topic. Our interviewees told us that the new narrative must project that the UK is able to manage its migration system.

Senior Bank of England Official "‘Free movement’ as a slogan was disastrous as people felt like there is no control. By changing the rhetoric to "grip and control", similar to Australia, the UK can set quite an open migration policy whilst letting people feel it is under control."

Our interviewees told us that a new, more positive and focused narrative, that emphasises the benefits to British institutions and for British jobs will help to ensure that there is continued support for substantial migration in those areas where the UK has skills and labour shortages.

Professor Peter Hall, Harvard University "It’s not clear to me how the UK’s service sector, hospitality, agriculture and the NHS can run successfully without continued significant migration. The government has a political responsibility to start accepting that and communicating this message."

Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Senior Minister of Singapore "The message must be that we need relatively free movement and openness to talent because that’s how we create jobs at home, not because it is good for growth or corporations. You must link it to local jobs and make that a reality."

Alongside domestic politics, the new narrative will be crucial in preserving the international perception of the UK as an open, welcoming and tolerant society, which will directly impact our ability to continue attracting the best and brightest from around the world.

The strategy will need to respond to criticisms of the racialised impacts of UK migration policy, particularly the ‘hostile environment’ - a 2020 assessment of the Windrush Scandal by the Equality and Human Rights Commission found that the Home Office failed in its Public Sector Equality duty to show due regard to

---
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advancing equality of opportunity in relation to colour. This has implications for international perceptions of the UK too.

Jonathan Portes, King’s College London “The Government should make it easier for the people we want. A big barrier is the general image and conduct of the Home Office, which should change tone to being more open and collaborative with migrants.”

Jo Johnson, Former Cabinet Minister “Openness to talent through this student route is really important. We have finally got domestic policy to quite a good place on that, but the consensus is not very strong. There are real weak links in the political settlement particularly with respect to international students from China, which is the single biggest sender of students to the UK.”

Other countries show building a new narrative is possible but not easy As a start, interviewees suggested that the UK can learn from the countries that have made migration central to their growth strategy and have built very different narratives to the UK.

Wayne Swan, Former Australian Finance Minister “We’ve generally managed to avoid the full scale revolt against migration that has been seen elsewhere. The implication of the points system is that we have chosen the people who come in.”

But interviewees reminded us that the process would not be simple, the UK cannot simply adopt other countries’ narratives that are charged with decades of internal debate and particular national histories.

Mark Carney, Former Canadian G7 Sherpa, and Former Governor of the Bank of England “Effective inward immigration policy has been demand-driven in the UK. It’s a totally different cultural history in Canada, where immigration is really welcomed.”

Jonathan Portes, King’s College London “We have our own hangups - and we’re currently going through this hard spasm about Empire and our history and what that means for race relations in the UK today. Our narrative isn’t going to be an Australian or Canadian one - but it could be better.”

Professor Peter Hall, Harvard University “Saying that Britain is going to be like Canada or Australia may not solve all the issues associated with migration. Canada, for instance, has been working for decades to build the narrative of multiculturalism and policies to make high levels of migration socially and politically sustainable. Britain must find its own way forward on these matters.”

Conclusion: This is the Global Britain choice

- Ending free movement with the EU doesn’t mean closing borders; indeed, the government accepts the need for high-skilled labour

• Migration policy also requires choices on how Global Britain:
  ○ Responds to shortages of low-skilled and seasonal workers
  ○ Supports higher education
  ○ Faces up to Britain’s ageing population
• To sustain support for migration the government must persuade the public that there is effective and fair control over immigration
• The narrative on managing migration will shape how ‘Global Britain’ is seen by potential/remaining migrants and domestic voters
4. The Domestic “Levelling Up” Agenda

Following Britain’s exit from the EU, the UK government has articulated a vision for Britain which prioritises growth across each region, what Prime Minister Boris Johnson refers to as “levelling up.” The government argues that this “levelling up” agenda - to deliver improved domestic outcomes through regionally distributed sustainable growth - is a vital part of the Global Britain strategy.

Why does Global Britain need a strategy for “levelling up”?
A measured response to the impacts of globalisation is needed
Like many countries Britain, faces a backlash to globalization resulting from fears of economic exclusion and concerns that international integration erodes national sovereignty. As International Trade Secretary Liz Truss said in a recent speech: “Many are sceptical about globalisation and the benefits of trade.” Our interviewees were clear that Global Britain must be responsive to economic and regional inequality, and the impacts that being global can have domestically. Delivering fairer domestic outcomes, both regionally and between cities and towns, is vital for Global Britain.

Stephen Adams, Global Counsel "We need to be more attentive to distributional impacts, and less dependent on the argument that in the long run efficiency and productivity will drive growth and ensure everybody wins. Politics doesn’t play out in the long term; politics plays out in the short term and we must be attentive to those who feel like they’re losing, or have lost already.”

Shanker Singham, CEO Comptere "What we do domestically will condition our ability to deliver the expansive trade policy outlined by Boris Johnson.”

Maria Demertzis, Bruegel Think Tank "The issue of inequality is crucial. Growth needs to be sustainable, and if it’s not equitable - it’s not sustainable.”

Our interviewees noted that Global Britain had to deliver for those who have been politically and economically excluded: regional inequality in the UK has become the worst of any comparable developed country.

While this reflects historic patterns and the impact of technological change, there is also some evidence suggesting a negative impact on workers in areas where


industries most exposed to import competition are concentrated. Our interviewees were clear that Global Britain must show it is responding, therefore, to the geography of discontent, although there was some scepticism that this is more than rhetoric.

**Senior Downing Street Official** “Global Britain needs to mean investment that spreads all around the UK. It will work if citizens see investment in their area or a new factory being built which actually means they might have a shot at a decent job, not just some zero hours contract.”

**Sajid Javid, Former Chancellor of the Exchequer** “When trying to attract investment and trade from across the world, benefits should be shared throughout the country, including the areas that feel economically left behind.”

**Anand Menon, Director, UK in a Changing Europe** “Levelling up doesn’t have to actually be successful - it has to show willingness on the part of the government to listen to communities that have spent three, nearly four decades being ignored by the government. That in itself is powerful.”

**Should Britain level up through freer trade or through more controls on trade?**

The UK must think carefully about its future economic model

A number of those who we interviewed stressed the importance of the government maintaining its commitment to a post-Brexit Britain that is committed to free trade and liberalisation. Others pointed out that Britain has not yet decided what type of economic model it wants and how that should fit with other societal objectives.

**Josh Cameron, FTI Consulting** “Global Britain should mean opposition to protectionism and mercantilism. At a very high level the Government wants to be a Global Free Trade champion and that is good for the world and the people of the UK. It allows for more efficient trade, cheaper prices, better access by producers, increases prosperity and greater efficiency.”

**Shanker Singham, CEO Competere Ltd, Former Trade Advisor to USTR and UK Trade Secretary** “The UK should also want pro-competitive regulatory systems where trade and competition are maximised consistent with consistent, publicly stated and legitimate regulatory goals.”

**Paul Tucker, Senior Fellow Harvard University** “One has to make a big distinction between deregulation that would affect the resilience of the system, which I think would be crazy, and deregulation which might make the system more dynamic but increase risks to investors. I see those as essentially political issues […] but there isn’t yet a clear sense of what kind of economy we want and how we want that to fit with society.”

---


International Trade Secretary Liz Truss has vowed that ‘Britain shaped’ trade deals must support the “levelling up” agenda. However, Brexit risks making this more difficult with recent estimates suggesting high economic costs for some groups including less-educated male workers in blue collar jobs. With significant evidence of sectoral and regional exposure post-Brexit some have suggested that freer trade must be supported by intervention to drive a more inclusive and fair form of globalisation.

Senior Cabinet Office Official “There’s still a lot of thinking to do regarding how trade policy interacts with regional economic strategy- some parts of the country may have been strongly affected by global trends.”

Paul Tucker, Senior Fellow Harvard University “I think Global Britain will be an outcome of how we attend to all the problems, some of which are very deep in society, and the real upside from Brexit is that it has made possible to talk about things that have been buried for far too long.”

Our interviewees were split on the best way forward
Some interviewees identified circumstances in which openness should be limited, for example protecting small businesses, and others called for much more radical protections.

Mark Carney, Former Canadian G7 Sherpa, and Former Governor of the Bank of England “We should build thresholds of openness up to a certain threshold in size for SMEs, to achieve distributed globalisation. Through this we can also keep sovereignty in terms of rules, hygiene and financial stability.”

John Mills, John Mills Limited “I think it’s really important to rebalance the economy. Outside the prosperous South East I think the main way to achieve that is by getting manufacturing back. The ideal would be to have a lower pound, and no restrictions, but failing that restrictions like import duties are essential to getting new production facilities to site in the UK.”

Our government interviewees were also keen to stress that while the “levelling up” agenda requires more thinking about the type and extent of government intervention, to avoid an lapse into damaging protectionism.

Senior Cabinet Office Official “If we’re trying to ensure economic resilience it’s a slippery slope to protectionism. Another way to look at is if you want an open economy- the more open you are the more you need to manage the basic risks that come from that.”

Senior UK Treasury Official “There’s a protectionist side to the economic security and resilience debate, where "onshoring" links to levelling up.”

---


What kind of Global Britain industrial policy is needed for “levelling up”?
During our interviews we heard an array of ideas about how Global Britain should boost growth so that all regions benefit from rising prosperity, and significant differences in opinion as to how to achieve that growth.

Overall architecture for boosting productivity
Where industrial policy is used, this should not be a blunt tool. A horizontal industrial policy offers higher rewards. Our interviewees told us that rather than picking single firms/businesses a successful industrial policy would require the Government to encourage the formation of successful industries and clusters and improve the conditions for business more generally.

Professor Robert Lawrence, Harvard Kennedy School “Communities that succeed are the ones where firms get out of their silos, as well as the universities and research institutes, and they collaborate. That’s the modern nature of effective industrial policy - encouraging these interventions rather than ‘picking’ firms.”

Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Senior Minister of Singapore “The Swedens and Singapores of the world have sustained a steady growth of incomes across the board, and in our case very low rates of unemployment. This isn’t about traditional industrial policy. It is about being able to adjust and learn continually, through coordination between the state, businesses, industrial associations, unions, and tertiary educational institutions and other stakeholders.”

John Mills, John Mills Limited “We need supply side reforms: education and training for industry, less short termism, planning in favour of industry. But I think that if these are not married up with the macroeconomic situation that they might not work.”

Other countries can offer helpful inspiration to the UK. Our international interviewees pointed to a range of factors that are important in delivering broad based growth. Interviewees spoke to an agenda that moves beyond traditional industrial policy, and picking winners, to a multifaceted strategy that incorporates social spending, education and training, and public investment.

Professor Robert Lawrence, Harvard Kennedy School “Different aspects of the Singapore model may suit the UK. One part of the model we’re picking on is a freer market - but this takes place in Singapore with very strong government oversight and programmes that provide social assistance.”

Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Senior Minister of Singapore “Global Britain must enable growth in incomes across the board, including the middle. That has to be about constant investment in human capital and inclusive growth [...] It’s also a truism in large countries that you have to regenerate localities across the board to avoid self-reinforcing declines, and Brexit-like perceptions of who is gaining and who is losing.”
Our interviewees told us that to level up Britain would first need to boost productivity. To achieve this Britain should focus on industries that are important for regional employment or industries where the UK is already strong or has the potential to be world-leading, with proposals including car manufacturing, pharma, aerospace, biotech and financial services. The UK’s strength in research and innovation was cited as foundational for success in growth areas.

Josh Cameron, FTI Consulting  "The strengths of the UK lie in its business sectors, particularly in finance and complex manufacturing. The weaknesses are the political strength of some of its economically backward sectors e.g. agriculture and the romantic public attitude to some of these. Overcoming that political strength for the benefit of the wider UK will be a great challenge- there are always winners and losers with trade policy, inevitably you have to benefit the internationally competitive sectors at the expense of the less competitive.”

Kevin Ellis, Chairman of PWC UK  "We can be justly proud of our innovation, research and development- strengths that have put us at the forefront of Covid-19 vaccine delivery. That innovation will be key to addressing other important problems such as climate change.”

Financial services was also cited by some as a high-value-add industry that the UK should avoid risking, especially given the ongoing fight to retain London’s financial clout. Some interviewees argued that more should be done to recognise its contribution to domestic wealth, and potential role in facilitating redistribution while acknowledging potential issues with the extent of the UK’s reliance on the financial services industry.

Angus Canvin, UK Finance  "Two-thirds of financial services activity happens outside of London. So improving the terms of trade for financial services will benefit the whole country.”

Professor Robert Lawrence, Harvard Kennedy School  "Britain may be wishing to move away from excessive reliance on finance, but it is where they start as an obvious global leader.”

Some interviewees identified that we need to move on from a traditional, narrow, conception to competitiveness to encompass green and regional growth.

Tony Danker, CBI  "Competitiveness 1.0 concerns traditional economic fundamentals however competitiveness 2.0 is all about net zero emissions and a genuine regional competitiveness strategy.”

117 Department for International Trade ‘Industries’, Updated 9 January 2020 Available at: https://www.great.gov.uk/international/content/about-uk/industries/

Some argued that greater prosperity would result from removing trade-distorting EU interventions in areas such as agriculture.\textsuperscript{119}

**Shanker Singham, CEO Competere Ltd, Former Trade Advisor to USTR and UK Trade Secretary**  "The UK public needs to realise that choices have to be made. You can’t have both the free ranging Global Britain of the Greenwich speech\textsuperscript{120} and be "sovereign" on stuff like agriculture and ensure food standards aren’t compromised.”

**Professor Robert Lawrence, Harvard Kennedy School**  "European standards may have been constraints that the UK might not have agreed with - one really big area is agricultural policies, the government could now think about redistribution/focus on poorer farmers as opposed to rich farmers.”

**Support for specific companies or industries**

Our interviewees pointed towards the hazards of picking firms or sectors as ‘national champions’ and supporting their development through state aid. The proposal to create new British technology champions by investing in the emerging tech sector and Boris Johnson’s campaign promise to ‘protect automakers’ already suggests a step in this direction.\textsuperscript{121, 122}

**Professor Robert Lawrence, Harvard Kennedy School**  "Covid-19 and associated recessions are driving trends towards greater government intervention in industry. Phase one is bail outs to keep people’s heads above water. Next is targeted subsidies. Yet everyone is picking the same winners - green tech and AI.”

**Senior Downing Street Official**  "Picking winners is dangerous language, but we need to build a vision of the future and to build alliances around future technologies and opportunities. Green is at the heart of that.”

We were told that targeting strategic sectors and firms entails risks, including provoking a ‘subsidy war’ between states and ‘murky protectionism’ hiding behind industrial policy.\textsuperscript{123} There is a real danger of escalating protectionism from this approach given the recent EU decision to relax state aid rules in the wake of coronavirus,\textsuperscript{124} China’s move towards state-supported high-tech industry, and the


\textsuperscript{120} Johnson, B. (2020) ‘PM speech in Greenwich’, 3 February, Available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/pm-speech-in-greenwich-3-february-2020


\textsuperscript{122} Davies, P. (2019) ‘UK promised Nissan up to €91m to protect from any Brexit fallout’ Euronews Available at: https://www.euronews.com/2019/02/04/uk-promised-to-protect-nissan-from-brexit-fallout-with-91-million-of-support


US’s existing regime for promoting biotechnology research through the NIH, among others.\textsuperscript{125}

\textbf{Craig VanGrasstek, Harvard Kennedy School} “As a political scientist, I tend to get a little cynical about who does the targeting of potential growth industries, and how they make those choices.”

\textbf{Senior Bank of England Official} “State aid is like Treasury rules - a scapegoat for when you can’t do something. When it tackles market failures and inequalities - which the EU State Aid rules allowed - it is fine. But subsidising firms we like is something we shouldn't do, even if we’re allowed to do it.”

We also heard concerns that government schemes around industrial strategy will not help with “levelling up” but simply channel more money to business. This echoes warnings from academia that present plans, including the replacement of the EU’s regional policy,\textsuperscript{126} \textsuperscript{127} would always deliver for the groups targeted by the domestic “levelling up” agenda.

\textbf{John Elliott, EBAC} “Business is here to serve people, not the other way around. We’re not here to help Nissan, it is here to help us.”

\textbf{Josh Cameron FTI Consulting} “There is a worry that the Industrial Policy approach as part of the Levelling Up agenda is used to prop up uncompetitive policies which will set Global Britain back- it could lead to picking winners in politically sensitive areas rather than sustainable growth.”

\textbf{Professor Robert Lawrence, Harvard Kennedy School} “A lot of government intervention in industrial policy is premised on the idea that it’s a way to create inclusive growth. They may improve productivity in their own right yet they skew demand in the direction of skilled workers. They don’t create new employment for those unhappy about jobs or lost employment.”

\textbf{Is more regional and national devolution necessary for “levelling up” to succeed and the UK to survive?}

Addressing regional divides is essential for the Union

Now that the UK has left the EU it has more freedom to choose how to pursue its domestic, regional and economic agenda. But, as a consequence of Brexit and the fact that Scottish voters clearly voted to remain in the EU, the Union is now coming under great strain with the Scottish National Party (‘SNP’) advocating a new referendum and the polls now indicating a majority for independence.

With the end of EU regional policy the UK now has the opportunity to shape its approach to tackling regional divides.


\textsuperscript{126} Giordano, B. (2020) ‘Shared Prosperity Fund: lessons from EU funding for local and regional economic development’ LSE Blogs, 21 December, Available at https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/shared-prosperity-fund-eu/

Tony Danker, CBI "We have always been in deficit regarding the competitiveness of our regions. The only way to implement the 'levelling up' agenda is to first ensure it has a microeconomic focus and second the government needs to have profound interest in facilitating regional international growth and competitiveness."

John Mills, John Mills Limited "To get the economy to grow you have just got to have a higher proportion of GDP spent on investment than we do."

Policies targeted at regional development are needed, but what they should look like is less clear

Our interviewees agreed that the UK should attempt to develop policies to support left behind places, including policies to replace those of the EU. In England, the UK has at least eight place-based spending programmes which are focused on "levelling up", including the EU’s Regional Development Fund which the UK needs to replace.128 But there was some scepticism that the government’s current approach to “levelling up” would work.

William Bain, British Retail Consortium "To appeal to those in Red Wall constituencies which could now be the swing seats in any UK General Election - showing investments that matter to them will be critical in any UK Government’s trade policy"

Senior Downing Street Official "I think the only way the UK can square its free trading, sort of free market approach is actually to be quite a lot less free market when it comes to regional growth. Britain can only do free trade deals and back globalisation, if at the same time, the government has a clear set of policies and levers to direct investment within the UK."

While none of our interviewees proffered a silver bullet solution to the complex factors driving the UK’s entrenched regional inequalities, there was an emerging consensus that a more radical approach to tackling regional inequality is needed. To achieve this the UK should move away from the usual emphasis on London and the South East and consider the wider ramifications of its trade policy on the rest of the UK, considering policies such as regional trade promotion, building on the ‘Northern Powerhouse’ trade missions.129

Tom Riordan, Chief Executive, Leeds City Council "London cannot survive on its own, so the UK cannot be just about that. We need to acknowledge the reason London can be what it is: because of the other parts of Britain."

Dennis Novy, University of Warwick "The UK needs to think about how trade policy interacts with other policy."


Our interviewees told us that previously EU-wide competencies should be repatriated to the UK in a way that is sensitive to the needs of the devolved administration to avoid risking further strain to the Union.\textsuperscript{130} Many hold greater devolution as an essential component of ensuring Global Britain is better able to address regional inequality within the UK,\textsuperscript{131} especially in areas such as agriculture.\textsuperscript{132}

**Dominic Goudie, Food and Drink Federation** "The UK single market piece is problematic. Trade policy is UK competence, but agriculture is a devolved competence. Having this national conversation about trade is needed to solve some of the really big problems.”

**Tom Riordan, Chief Executive, Leeds City Council** "We need national institutions that operate regionally, that have regional capabilities and understanding.”

Devolution may make Global Britain more complex to deliver, but the stakes call for a new constitutional settlement

But the government’s Global Britain ambitions are imperilled by rising devolutionary pressures. Brexit is also putting great political pressure on relations between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK where interviewees reminded us that the world, and in particular America, is watching.

**Senior Downing Street Official** "There are some strong devolution issues in trade policy - it will be political, I don’t know how it’s going to play out.”

**Ambassador Nicholas Burns, Harvard Kennedy School** "There is strong sentiment in the U.S.in favour of the Good Friday Agreement. Speaker Nancy Pelosi and candidate Joe Biden both warned the UK government in autumn 2020 not to leave the EU in such a way that would lead to the imposition of a hard border between the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland. Both said at the time that such an outcome would lead Democrats to oppose a trade agreement between the U.S. and UK.”

**Paul Tucker, Senior Fellow Harvard University** "Geopolitics, and whether we can tackle low productivity growth, what happens in Scotland, and in Northern Ireland will affect the feasible options.”

So the challenge for the UK Government goes far beyond simply repatriating EU regional policy or simply devising a strategy to close English regional divides. Nothing short of a new constitutional settlement which persuades Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland that their best interests are served by membership of the Union, and also empowers the cities and towns of England, will do.


\textsuperscript{131} Sergeant, J. (2021) Boris Johnson needs answers for the challenges he faces in each part of the UK’ Institute for Government, 28 January, Available at: https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/blog/loris-johnson-challenges-uk

\textsuperscript{132} Melo-Araujo, B. (2019) ‘UK post-Brexit trade agreements and devolution’, Legal Studies, Available at: https://pureadmin.qub.ac.uk/ws/portalfiles/portal/163783949/UK_FTAs_and_Devolution_LS_Manuscript_Accepted.pdf
David Wright, Former European Commission Official  "It looks like the Scots are going to go, and Northern Ireland may also decide to leave. You can’t play a Global Britain role while the whole country is disintegrating."

Rem Korteweg, Clingendael Institute  "Global Britain has to first clear the pretty high bar of not becoming Global England - preserving the Union is a central challenge for the next 5-10 years"

Conclusion: This is the Global Britain choice

- Delivering fairer domestic outcomes, both regionally and between cities and towns, is vital for Global Britain.
- Our interviewees rejected simply undercutting international competition and instead advocated investing in innovation, skills, infrastructure and trade-adjustment assistance.
- The UK must replace European industrial and agricultural policies, and find a new constitutional settlement to sustain the Union and tackle regional divides.
- Other countries will be watching closely: the economic and political divides that Global Britain must tackle are common to many countries.
5. Narrative

Going from a leading nation within a giant bloc to a mid-size, independent global power, must be told through a new domestic and international story, if Global Britain is to succeed. Many of our interviewees raised the need for a new national narrative to accompany the seismic changes of Brexit. They differed in their view of what narrative would resonate with both audiences within and outside the UK.

Why does narrative matter?

Striking the balance to find the pragmatic middle ground

Our interviewees told us that Global Britain is yet to strike the right tone - Britain must avoid the temptation to fall into pessimistic self-flagellation, or grandiose hubris, both of which are counterproductive. Instead, interviewees identified that the narrative has got to fit with the actual agenda that Britain is following, showcasing its assets and capabilities to ensure its ambition is credible.

Brussels-Based Foreign Office Official “Global Britain has been around for a long time. It doesn’t communicate terribly well. We simply state we want global reach. As a consequence it seems hubristic and that we’re trying too hard, rather than meriting global reach through hard work.”

Jo Johnson, Former Cabinet Minister “Global Britain needs to ensure that on a world stage it shows off its knowledge assets, its scientists, its amazing human capital. The UK must seek to be seen as an open and innovative economy where people who want to start amazing businesses - the next Tesla, the next Space X - know they can find the supporting skills and talent to help them do so.”

In our interviews we heard that the narrative needs to be realistic and must engage with the unassailable fact that the UK is located in Europe. The narrative must acknowledge the move away from the EU and its assets, without betraying its geography and treating its closest neighbour with hostility. More work is needed in the shaping of a story of Britain outside the EU but still in Europe.

Senior UK Treasury Official “If you describe an issue as international then we will agree, if you describe it as European then we'll disagree.”

Anand Menon, Director of UK in a Changing Europe “There’s an obvious political allergy to be seen to be working with the EU which is regrettable but it’s something that will need to be addressed, we’re going to have to work with them.”

Communicating values requires consistency between words and action, internationally and domestically

Our interviewees told us that there was a lot to be gained from promoting a story of British openness and competence in the world, adopting a tone that engages international partners, and speaks to the quality policy-making and commercial competence which are one facet of Britain’s ‘brand’, and should be a positive part
of its story. If Britain can get this right, it will boost Britain’s positive reputation as a good place to live and do business.

**Senior Downing Street Official** “The story that the government tells is one of being a democratic, internationally outward-looking nation that stands up for free trade, and protecting the climate.

**Jo Johnson, Former Cabinet Minister** “There’s no greater test of a country’s soft power than its ability to attract students to come and live in a foreign society far from home and to get them to commit their time, money and human capital to forging their way in your society, and if you can do that as a country then you’ve really got something very special.”

However, some interviewees pointed to the risk of a mismatch between the brand that Global Britain may be attempting to project abroad and Britain’s conduct. If Britain’s image appears self-aggrandized there is a risk of disjunct between Britain’s outward-looking ambitions and others’ perceptions of its capabilities that could undermine Global Britain.

**Senior UK Treasury Official** “There’s been a lot of hubris in British politics in recent years. Whatever the shenanigans in Parliament, the Treasury has presented as a sensible player internationally. But it won’t last forever.”

**David Wright, Former European Commission Official** “Britain cannot play a major global leadership role without leaders who have proven integrity, trust, method and reliability. Currently we don’t have those people.”

Britain must exercise humility with respect to its legacy of colonialism, domestically and internationally. A sensitive approach will be needed, for example, as the UK negotiates new trading relations with India, and responds to demands for reparations.133

**Wayne Swan, Former Australian Finance Minister** “If the UK did a roadshow about returning to a world of Commonwealth trading relationship to launch Global Britain that would be spectacularly unsuccessful and in itself harmful.”

**Tom Riordan, Chief Executive, Leeds City Council** “The message cannot be an imperial vision anymore. The way other countries do it, such as New Zealand and Canada is largely being an outside player in collaboration with other countries.”

**Andy Burwell, CBI** “If the UK wants to shape the future global environment, it can only do so through alliances and collective action. Linking foreign policy to trade sounds very colonial.”

---


A Global Britain that delivers
It is the general public who will be the ultimate arbiters of whether Global Britain is a success. However, Britain showcases itself internationally, the Global Britain set of policies need to deliver at home to sustain support.

**John Elliott, EBAC** “This idea of being global doesn’t mean that the government can avoid running the UK well. We have to use this opportunity to think more locally as opposed to globally.”

**Senior Downing Street Official** “There is quite a patriotic, defence orientated, version of Britain not being bossed around, but people will sign up to any slogan that you want if it delivers better hospitals, schools and jobs and homes when that is what matters to people.”

**Sajid Javid, Former Chancellor of the Exchequer** “There is a way that you could be patriotic that doesn’t exclude other’s views, and of how your country is playing a role to try and solve some of the world’s biggest, knottiest, most challenging problems.”

Another common point made by interviewees was the need to tell a ‘competence story’ at the international and domestic level. The 2019 British Social Attitudes Survey showed a significant fall in trust for government to some of the lowest levels seen in 40 years, and trust is also important at an international level. For Global Britain to make a success of the G7 and COP it must show it can run these events smoothly and effectively.

**Paul Tucker, Senior Fellow Harvard University** “How the UK chairs the G7 and COP will play a fundamental role in determining other states’ perceptions of Global Britain.”

### What can other countries teach Britain?

**Global Britain must strike an outward-looking but humble tone**

Our international interviewees agreed with many of the points raised above. They told us that a narrative of British success that was blind to how the world has changed in the recent years would not work. International interviewees pointed to the importance of Britain being outward looking and collaborative, humble not arrogant, and having clarity of message.

**Mark Carney, Former Canadian G7 Sherpa, and Former Governor of the Bank of England** “You need to let the big blocs get the glory. That’s easy if you’re Canada - you’re just glad to be at the table. Yet much harder for the UK, which used to be an Empire and world power. The UK needs to be tactical, and appropriately humble.”

**Senior European Commission Official** “It’s difficult to foresee anyone trusting a version of the UK as a leader or broker when it has just abandoned its opportunity to do brokerage in the deepest international agreement - the EU.”

---

They also emphasised the conceptual clash between the ambitions for Global Britain and Britain’s withdrawal from the EU, and emphasised that Britain needs to work out a way to heal the rifts that have divided the UK.

These rifts include the regional economic divides highlighted in our domestic “levelling up” agenda chapter, but also those caused by the decision to leave the EU in the first place.¹³⁶

**Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Senior Minister of Singapore** "It’s almost a truism in any large country: you need to properly regenerate localities across the board to avoid self-reinforcing losses, and Brexit-like perceptions of who is gaining and who is losing.”

**Mark Carney, Former Canadian G7 Sherpa, and Former Governor of the Bank of England** "Britain needs to tell a ‘competence’ story - the vaccine story can be part of that.”

**Maria Demertzis, Bruegel Think-Tank** "Pushing for a green transition that is equitable is important. The EU will push this through Germany and France, and the UK would be a good partner to this. However, if you are going to do it externally you need to implement it internally, or you won’t have any credibility.”

**The world will be watching**

As Britain looks to other countries for ideas, other countries will be looking back at Britain to see whether it can make a success of the next few years and whether it can use Global Britain as a way to answer political and economic questions back at home.

**Senior Cabinet Office Official** “I don’t believe anybody in the G7, and possibly nobody in the G20 has worked out how to do the sort of broad-based growth and development across the country of the sort that is needed.”

**Craig VanGrasstek, Harvard Kennedy School** "When countries talk about trade it must be something which they subordinate to questions of domestic politics and economics.”

**Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Senior Minister of Singapore** "What you do in areas like health and social care, and how you act on climate, will determine whether the UK can be an exemplar. When people think of Singapore, they think - that’s a very good education system, and it’s a society that stays cohesive. You build on your international brand with domestic policy.”

**Paul Tucker, Senior Fellow Harvard University** "It is tremendously important not to talk about Global Britain in a nationalistic way as what the rest of the world will hear is nationalism rather than openness. There’s a risk that ‘Global Britain’ sounds bombastic to serious people in other capitals.”

---

¹³⁶ Smith, F. (2020) ‘With the transition period almost over, by 51% to 40% Britons think we were wrong to vote to leave’, YouGov, 22 December Available at: https://yougov.co.uk/topics/politics/articles-reports/2020/12/22/transition-period-almost-over-51-40-britons-think-.
Conclusion: This is the Global Britain choice

- This year Britain will begin to develop its narrative through its response to Covid-19 in the G7 and the vaccine rollout, Climate policy at COP, and decisions on migration and "levelling up"
- Our international interviews advised that the Global Britain narrative needs to be:
  - Outward looking and collaborative, not adversarial
  - Humble not arrogant
  - Consistent between international and domestic audiences
- Our UK interviews stressed that hubris and pessimism risk undermining the Global Britain narrative; and that Global Britain must show the public and the world it is addressing internal divides within the UK
Conclusion

Global Britain does not have to be situated in the extremes of ‘Imperial Britain’ - a hubristic expectation that a return to 19th century levels of British colonial trade and political dominance is possible. Nor does it need to be ‘Britain Diminished’ - a pessimistic view that leaving the EU consigns the UK to economic and political decline. The reality and potential of Global Britain lies between these two poles, in a pragmatic but ambitiously outward-looking and progressive country.

So what could this pragmatic Global Britain look like? Our paper explored the different challenges and choices faced by UK political leaders in articulating a future direction for the country:

- Are bilateral deals enough, or can the UK build plurilateral alliances?
- Will the UK’s regulatory approach be competitive deregulation, or brokering new solutions to global problems?
- Will the UK clamp down on unskilled migration, or build public support for fair and effective managed migration?
- Can regional divides be closed and the union saved?
- Can the government sell a Global Britain narrative to both the British public and the world?

With choices come trade-offs. Pursuit of open trade conflicts with a champions-based industrial strategy; prioritising bilateral deal-making weakens efforts to repair multilateralism; preserving regulatory sovereignty clashes with international influence; controlling migration with finding new talent; and a global focus can suggest an indifference to addressing issues at home.

To help guide UK policy makers as they seek to define what a post-Brexit Global Britain will mean in practice, our paper suggests these starting conclusions.

First, these challenges show that Global Britain must be about more than trade policy. It demands new approaches to regulation, migration and “levelling up” to reduce domestic inequalities. This wider agenda will determine whether the population see Global Britain delivering results on the home front, and whether the rest of the world sees Britain as a country that can successfully grapple with difficulties facing many countries.

It is therefore essential that Global Britain conveys a consistent message internally and externally as what is implemented and said domestically will condition popular support for an open Global Britain, as well as its international reception.

Second, Global Britain can be a leader, but only in collaboration. Competence, humility, and good ideas should guide the UK in its international engagements. The 2021 G7 presidency and COP chair are opportunities to put this into practice. The UK has a role to play in addressing global challenges such as the climate emergency and Covid-19 recovery, not from a position of superiority or ‘Britain knows best’, but as a broker and collaborative equal to its peers.

Finally, strategic prioritisation is necessary in recognition of the simultaneous challenges of the UK’s limited, but still substantial influence as a mid-sized power and the resource and capacity challenges during the Covid-19 recovery. Rather than trying to do everything, Global Britain must learn where to support other countries’ leadership, and where to focus its own efforts. This prioritisation serves
a dual purpose of helping Global Britain to articulate its post-Brexit story by showing what it values most. A vital part of that prioritisation, and that story, will be maintaining a positive relationship with the EU.

The UK’s approach to the Covid-19 public health crisis and vaccine development shows the importance of getting ‘Global Britain’ right. In the early days of the pandemic, a “Britain knows best” mentality led the government to ignore WHO advice, with lessons from countries such as China, South Korea and Italy needlessly discounted. These mistakes led to the tragic loss of life that means the UK remains one of the worst hit countries by the pandemic.

The UK’s lead in the vaccine rollout allows the UK government to tell a different story of Global Britain. By taking the opportunity to use its leverage and expertise to advocate for the vaccine to be accessible globally, Global Britain can show itself as an outward looking, humble and progressive player, which understands that its problems are also global problems which must be solved amongst peers.

The UK faces big choices on how to develop the Global Britain agenda. Parties across the political spectrum must now mould the Global Britain of their choosing.

---

### Interviewee List

1. Anand Menon, Director of UK in a Changing Europe
2. Andy Burwell, CBI
3. Angus Canvin, UK Finance
4. Brussels-Based Foreign Office Official
5. Dr Conor Patterson, Newry and Mourne Co-Operative and Enterprise Agency
6. Craig VanGrasstek, Harvard Kennedy School
7. Daniel Keohane, Centre for European Reform
8. David Wright, Former European Commission Official
9. Dennis Novy, University of Warwick
10. Dominic Goudie, Food and Drink Federation
11. Jacob Hayler, Environmental Services Association
12. Jo Johnson, Former Cabinet Minister
13. John Elliott, EBAC
15. Jonathan Portes, King’s College London
16. Josh Cameron, FTI Consulting
17. Kevin Ellis, Chairman of PWC UK
18. Laura Cohen, British Ceramics Confederation
19. Maria Demertzis, Bruegel Think Tank
20. Mark Carney, Former Canadian G7 Sherpa, and Former Governor of the Bank of England
21. Oliver Patel, UCL
22. Ambassador Nicholas Burns, Harvard Kennedy School
23. Senior European Commission Official
24. Professor Peter Hall, Harvard University
25. Peter Holmes, University of Sussex
26. Peter Walsh, Oxford Migration Observatory
27. Rem Korteweg, Clingendael Institute
28. Rob Driscoll, ECA
29. Professor Robert Lawrence, Harvard Kennedy School
30. Robert Sheasby, Agricultural Industries Confederation
31. Rosa Crawford, TUC
32. Sajid Javid, Former Chancellor of the Exchequer
33. Senior Bank of England Official
34. Senior Cabinet Office Official
35. Senior European Commission Official
36. Senior UK Treasury Official
37. Senior Downing Street Official
38. Shanker Singham, CEO of Competere Ltd, Former Trade Advisor to USTR and UK Trade Secretary:
39. Shashank Joshi, The Economist
40. Simon Usherwood, University of Surrey
41. Sophia Gaston, British Foreign Policy Group
42. Stephanie Wray, Biocensus
43. Stephen Adams, Global Counsel
44. Stephen Howarth, Agricultural Economist
45. Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Senior Minister of Singapore
46. Thomas Sampson, London School of Economics
47. Tony Danker, CBI
48. Tom Riordan Chief Executive, Leeds City Council
49. Wayne Swan, Former Australian Finance Minister
50. William Bain, British Retail Consortium

We are enormously grateful to the senior government officials who took the time to speak with us anonymously. Due to the sensitive nature of their roles in the negotiations we cannot attribute quotes to these senior officials individually. A list of interviewees has been presented to John Haigh, co-director of the Mossavar-Rahmani Center for Business and Government at Harvard Kennedy School. Some of the companies and industry experts we interviewed chose to remain anonymous. In addition to the interviews, we reviewed the constantly growing body of literature on this topic being published and have included this within our paper.
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